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THE Title-page of this work discloses fairly its intended

scope, and therefore it is not necessary to say much by way
of preface. I start with the assumption that the intending
Traveller has armed himself with my Practical and Conver-
sational Dictionary and Murray's Travel-Talk : with those 2

books and this in his portmanteau, he will be able to make
his way without serious difficulty into almost any part of

the Continent of Europe.
Great and unquestionable as are the advantages of being

able to speak the languages of the country in which one is

travelling, it is surprising how little knowledge of languages
is absolutely indispensable in these days of Railways.
Every endeavour has been made to secure accuracy in the

foreign translations, which have all been executed by com-
petent linguists ; nevertheless I shall always be ready to
receive any suggestions for improvements. But I would
specially ask all correspondents sending suggestions for the
alterations of words in foreign languages to write very
clearly indeed, and in ink, not pencil. Often and often

suggestions made have not been acted upon because the

writing was illegible the writers having forgotten that they
were providing "copy" for English, not for foreign printers !

The Part devoted to Bibliography will afford, it is hoped,
a large amount of information not usually obtainable with

facility when wanted at short notice.

The Medical and Surgical hints are also a special feature
of the work which will be appreciated when an emergency
arises, though probably not before.

NOTE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION.

In preparing the ;th edition, not only has the whole of

the old matter been carefully revised, but many important
additions have been made by way of increasing the use-

fulness of the work. As the type is kept standing from

year to year with little of it stereotyped, additions and
corrections can always be made with great facility.

Lethen Grange,
Sydenham.

1091327
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PART 1.

SForafoularied an&

in barimis; ;Jttjftern

IN the case of the more important languages the words
and sentences are grouped as below. In the case of the less

important languages, whilst the grouping is much the same
the details are more simple, and the entries fewer.

CONTENTS.
CARDINAL NUMBERS.
ORDINAL NUMBERS.
FRACTIONS.
VARIOUS NUMBERS.
THE SEASONS.
THE MONTHS.
THE DAYS OF THE WEEK, ETC.

ARTICLES OF FOOD AND DRINK.
SHORT SENTENCES.
RAILWAY.
STEAMBOAT.
AT AN HOTEL.
POST OFFICE; TELEGRAPH OFFICE.
TRAVELLING BY ROAD.
ILLNESS.

IN A SHOP.
USEFUL WORDS OF VARIOUS KINDS.
WASHING LISTS.

ADVICE TO TOURISTS.
Think before you speak ! Speak slowly ! Do not attempt

to form sentences unless you know something of the gram-
mar of the language, but say boldly the one or two words
which will give a clue to your meaning. Always, where the

slightest doubt exists as to the meaning of a person who is

speaking to you, ask him to write down what he wishes to
tell you.
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ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

TSfumeri cliv ersi .



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Vivande ; Bevaude.



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Limone.



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Salvaggina.



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.

Railway.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Strada ferrata.

Per dove si va alia

stazione ?

Dov' e 1'uffizio dei

biglietti ?

Vorrei[due]biglietti

per : di prima[ di

seconda].

Biglietto semplice.

Biglietto di andata e

Quanto debbo[torno

pagare ?

I mieibagagli sono:-

Valigia.
Baule.
Cassa.

Sacco di notte.

Cappelliera.
Involto di scialli.

Che peso va franco,
in chilogrammi ?

Quando partira i]

prossimo treno per?
Quale e il treno per

Posso ritenere un

coupe ?

Compartimento
dove non si fuma.
Dove sono i miei

bagagli ?

preso questo
posto?
Aprite lo sportello.
Che stazione i

questa ?

Si cambia vettura ?

Quanto tempo rest-

eremo qui ?

Ho bisogno dei miei

bagagli : ecco i]

mio biglietto.
Uffizio del bagaglio
Vi e un'omnibus all'

Albergo ?

Ferro carril.

Por donde se va al

ferro carril ?

Donde esta el despa-
cho de billetes ?

Deme [dos] billetes

para : primera
[de segunda] clase.

Billete de ida.

Billete de vuelta.

Cuanto hay que pa-
gar?
Mi equipage consiste
de:
Maleta.
Baiil.

Cofre.

Saco.

Sonibrerera.

Bulto de mantas.

Cuantos kilogram-
os van libres ?

Cuande sale el prox-
imo tren para ?

Cual es el tren para
?

Puedo retener un
compartimento ?

Compartimento
donde no se fumar.
Donde esta mi equi-

page?
Esta tornado este

asiento ?

Abra la puerta.
Como se llama esta
estacion ?

Cambiamos de coche

aqui ?

Cuanto tiempo que-
damos aqui ?

Necesito mi equi-
page : aqui esta el

billete.

Oficina de equipage.
Hay omnibus al

Hotel ?

Camiiiho de ferro

Por onde se vai ao
caminho de ferro ?

Onde esta a bilh-

teira ?

De-me [dous] bilhe-

tes para : de pri-

meira[2da] classe.

Bilhete de ida.

Bilhete de ida e volta

Quanto hei de pa-
gar ?

Minhabagagem e:

Mala.
Bahii.

Cofre.

Sacco de viagem.
Chapeleira.
Embrulho de co-

bertas.

Quantos kilos vao
livres ?

Quando parte o pro-
ximocomboiopara ?

Qual e o comboio
para ?

Posso segurar um
coupe ?

Compartimento pa-
ra quern nao fuma.
Onde esta a minha
bagagem ?

Esta tornado esse

Abra a porta.
Como se chama essa

estagao ?

Mudamos de carrua-

gem aqui ?

Quanto tempo para-
remos aqui ?

Quero aminhabaga-
gem: aqui esta o
meu bilhete.

Sala das bagagem s.

Ha um omnibus
para o Hotel ?

13



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.

I want a cab.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Ho bisogno d' una



ENGLISH.

Keep [2] places.

Come in.

Bring me
Some hot water.

A towel: soap.

My boots.

Some matches.
These sheets are

damp.
Light a fire at [5]
o'clock.

Call me to-morrow
at [6] o'clock.

Can I have a warm
bath?

Bring me an Eng-
lish or French

newspaper.
Railway Time-table;
Bradshaw.

Where is the W.C. ?

My boots are wet:

please dry them.

Bring me the bill.

Landlord.
Waiter.
Chambermaid.
Breakfast.
Dinner.

Supper.
Bill of Fare.

Wine List.

Post Office ;

Telegraph Office.

Has the Post arriv-

ed ?

When do you send
letters to the Post?

Send this letter to

the Post.

Is the Post Office far

from here ?

Which is the way to

the Post Office ?

My name is .

16

FRENCH.

Gardez-moi [deux]
places.

Eiitrez.

Apportez-moi
De 1'eau chaude.
Essuie-rnains:savon

Mes bottes.

Des allumettes.

Ces draps sont hum-
ides.

Faites un bon feu a

[cinq] heures.

Eeveillez - moi de-
main a [six] heures

Puis-je avoir un!

bain chaud ?

Apportez-moi un
journal anglais ou

francjais.
tin Indicateur ;

LivretChaix. [aisance
Ou sont lesHeux d'

Mes bottes sont

trempees : faites les

secher.

La note s'il vousplait
H6te.

Garden.
Fille de chambre.

Dejeuner.
Diner.

Souper.
Menu.
Carte des vins.

GERMAN

Belegen Sie [zwei]
Platze fiir mich.

Herein.

Bringen Sie mir
Heisses Wasser.
Handtuch: Seife.

Meine Stiefel.

Streichholzchen.
Diese Betttiicher
sind feucht.

MachenSie einFeuer
urn [fiinf] Uhr.
Wecken Sie mich urn

[sechs]Uhrmorgen
Kann ich ein warmes
Bad bekommen ?

Bringen Sie mir eine

englische oder fran-
zosische Zeitung.
Ein Fahrplan ;

Hendschel.
Wo ist der Abtritt ?

Meine Stiefel sind

ganz nass : trock-

nen Sie sie.

Bitte, die Eechnung
Gastwirth.
Kellner.

Stubenmadchen.
Friihstuck.

Mittagessen.
Abendbrod.

Speisekarte.
Weinkarte.

Bureau de Poste ; Postbitreau ;

cUi Telegraphe. Telegraphenbiireau

La poste est - elle

^arrivee ?

A quelle heure le de-

part du courrier ?

Envoyez cette lettre

a la Poste.

Le Bureau de Poste,
est-il loin d'ici.

Quel est le chemin

pouraller a la Poste
Je me nomme .

Ist die Post ange-
kommen ?

Wann schicken Sie
Briefe zur Post ?

Senden Sie diese
Briefe zur Post.

Ist das Postbiireau
weit von hier ?

Welches ist derWeg
nach dem Postb. ?

Ich heisse .



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Eitenete [ due ] Reservenos [ dos ] Guarde-me [ dous ]



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.

Have you any let-



ITAT.IAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Avete qualche let-



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMA1T.

Take this.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Prendete questo.



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.
Useful Words.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Necessarie Parole.



ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN.

Photograph.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. PORTUGUESE.

Fotografia. Fotografo.
Galleria di quadri. Galeria de pinturas.



ENGLISH. DUTCH. DANISH.

Cardinal Numbers.



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI.



ENGLISH. DUTCH. DANISH.

The Months.



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI.



ENGLISH. DUTCH. DANISH.

Chocolate.



SWEDISH.



ENGLISH. DUTCH. DANISH.

Pudding.



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI.

Pudding.



DUTCH. DANISH.

What do you want P Wat wilt gij ?



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI-

Hvad onskar ni r
1



ENGLISH. DUTCH. DANISH.



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI.

Hvad heter denna



E1TGLISH. DUTCH. DANISH.



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI.



ENGLISH.

Post Office;
Telegraph Office.

Is the Post Office far

from here F

Which is the way to

the Post Office
'

My name is

Haveyou any letters

for me F

When does the next
Post leave for Eng-
land F

When does the next
Post arrive from

England F

Please give me the

proper stamps for

this letter.

I want to send a

telegram.
In what language
must I write it F

How many words

may I send F

How much to pay ?

Travelling toy road.

What is the distance
to in kilometres F

Is the road good F

Show me the way to

Is it easy to find F

Must I go
Right ? Left F

Straight on F

How long will it take
me to walk there F

Can I get anything
to eat on the way F

"Where is F

What is the name of

this place ?

Where does live F

Is the carriage [horse
mule] ready F

DUTCH. DANISH.

Fostkantoor ;

Telegraphkantoor.



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI.

Post Kontor ; TaxvSpofj.f7ov ;



ENGLISH. DUTCH. DANISH.

Have you brought



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI

Har ni hemtat nee



ENGLISH.



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI.



ENGLISH. DUTCH. DANISH.

Plate.



SWEDISH. GREEK. HINDUSTANI.

Tallrik. iHtoTo.



ENGLISH. ARABIC. TURKISH.



RUSSIAN. LATIN. HUNGARIAN.

Cardinal Numbers



ENGLISH. ARABIC. TURKISH.

The Months.



RUSSIAN. LATIN. HUNGARIAN.
The Months.



ENGLISH. ARABIC. TURKISH.



RUSSIAN. LATIN. HUNGARIAN.

Goose.



ENGLISH. ARABIC. TURKISH.

Good morning ! 1 Neharaxaied.



BUSSIAIT. LATIN. HUNGARIAN.

Zdarova.



ENGLISH. ARABIC. TURKISH.

Bed.



RUSSIAN. LATIN. HUNGARIAN.

Pasti'l.



ENGLISH. ARABIC. TURKISH.

Map.



RUSSIAN. LATIN. HUNGARIAN.

Ci'irta.



FRENCH. GERMAN. ENGLISH.



ITALIAN. SPANISH. DUTCH.

Iiavandaja.



DANISH. SWEDISH. ENGLISH.

Vaskekonen.



[63]

PART II.

useful to Counsts.

WHEN an Englishman is going abroad, especially for the
first time, a common matter of inquiry is,

' What books had
I better take ?' As regards Guide-books to afford geograph-
ical information the question almost answers itself : Given
the name of the Country and the maximum sum to be spent
and the nearest bookseller will aid the inquirer. But it is

far otherwise in the case of Dictionaries, Grammars, and
Phrase-books, for a competent adviser is not always within
reach when a choice has to be made of these. Hence the
raison d'etre of the following List which is arranged for each

language under 4 heads as follows : ( i.) "Dictionaries,"

(2.) "Primers," ( 3.) "Grammars," and (4.) "Con-
versation Books." This List will be found to include a
selection of the best modern works, moderate in price, and

portable in size, which the Tourist will find it to his conven-
ience to possess, according as he wishes to study this or that

language. The List is in no sense a mere bookseller's Trade

Catalogue, but a selection based on the experience of my-
self and others whom I have consulted.

Books published in London have the names of their

publishers appended. The foreign books mentioned can no
doubt be procured through any of the foreign booksellers in

London, (Marlborough, Paul, Nutt, Hachette, &c.) Some of

the Dictionaries printed abroad are in 2 volumes, sold

separately, and Tourists will do well to order only the

English-Foreign Part when they wish to save money and

surplus weight.



64 Books useful to Tourists. [PART II.

(1.) CHAMBERS, G. P., Practical and Conversational Dictionary
of the English, French, and German Languages, in parallel Columns.

(Murray.)
BELLOWS, J., French and English Pocket Dictionary. 2nd ed. io. bd.

(Trubner.)
JASCHKE, B., English-French Conversation Dictionary, zs.dd. (JVi/tf. )

CONTANSEAU, L., Pocket Dictionary of the French and English
Languages. i. bd. (Longman.)
CASSELL'S French Dictionary. 3*. 6d. (Catsell.)

MASSON, G., Compendious Dictionary of the French Language. 6*.

(Macmillan.)
STANDRING, J. A., and THIMM, C. A., English-French Dictionary of

Technical Words and Phrases. zt.6d. ( Martborough .)

FLETCHER, J. J., Pocket Glossary of Technical Terms (Architectural,
Engineering, Manufacturing, Nautical.) (Lockwood.)
FELLER, F. E., English-French Dictionary. i. (Routledqe.)
( 2.) SUE, H., First French Book. i*. (Hachette.)
THIMM, C. A., French Self-taught, is. (Marlborough.)
EAGONOT, L. C., A Symbolic French and English Vocabulary, in which

words are taught by illustrations. i2th ed. 3*. 6d. (Lockwood.)
AHN, F. Practical and easy method of learning the French Language.

28. 6d. (Marlborough.)
HUGO'S "

Simplified" French in 3 months. 28. ( la Paternoster Sow. )

(3.) DE FIVAS, V., French Grammar. 45th. ed. y.6d. (Lockwood.)
SMITH, W., French Principia, Part I. y.6d. (Murray.)
(4.) MURRAY'S Travel Talk. 3g.6d. (Murray.)
SWAN, H., Colloquial French for Travellers. 3rd ed. i. (Nutt.)
STITT, J. C., What to say : Travellers' phrases in French, (Turner and

Dunnett, Liverpool.)
BADECKER, K., Manual of Conversation, English, French, German,

Italian, 3*. (Dulau.)
DUDEVANT, A., French and English idiomatic Phrases and Dia-

logues. 2i.dd. (Thimm.)
BRADSHAW, Complete Anglo-French Phrase Book for Travellers, i*.

(W. J. Adams.)
DE FIVAS, V., New Guide to Modern French Conversation. 3i9t. ed.

21. 6d. (Lockwood.)
The Tourist's French Pronouncing Handbook. i. (Whittaker.)
European Conversation Books : French, i*. ( Walter Scott.)

(Brrntatt.

( 1.) CHAMBERS, G. F., Practical and Conversational Dictionary
of the English, French, and German Languages, in parallel Columns.
6*. (Murray.)
JASCHKE, K., English-German Conversation Dictionary. 11. fid. (Nutt.)

HAMILTON, N. E. S. A., Triglot Dictionary of the English, German,
and French Languages, i*. (Lockwood.)
LONGMAN, F. \V., Pocket Dictionary of the English and German Lan-

guages, sth ed. 21. 6d. (Longman.)
CASSELL'S German Dictionary. 3*. dd. (Casell.)
BLACKLET, W. L., and FBIEDLANDER, C. M., Practical Dictionary of

the German and English Languages. 3*. dd. (Longman.)
FELLER, F. E., English-German Dictionary, i*. (Routledge.)

(2.) BECKER, A. L., First German Book. 15. (Hachette.)
PYLODET, L., New Guide to German Conversation .... and Synopsis

of German Grammar. 2nd ed. 21. dd. (MacmiUan.)
THIMM. C.A., German Self-taught, i*. (Marllorough.)
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LEBAHN, P., The Symbolic Anglo-German Vocabulary, in which words
are taught by illustrations. 3. 6rf. (Lockwood).
Hu&o's "

Simplified
" German in 3 months. 28. ( 10. Paternoster Row.)

( 3.) SMITH, W., German Principia, Part I. ^s.6d. (Murray.)
MEISSNKR, M., Practical and easy Method of learning the German

Language. 22 nd. ed. 28. 6d. Key, is. (Marlborough.)
(4.) MURRAY'S Travel Talk. y.dd. (Murray.)
SWAN, H., Colloquial German for Travellers, is. (Nutt.)
BADECKER, K., Manual of Conversation, English, French, German,

Italian, y. ( Dulau.)
BRADSHAW, Complete Anglo-German Phrase Book for Travellers, is.

(W. J. Adams.)
MEISSNER, M., German and English idiomatic Phrases and Dialogues.

6th. ed. 2S.6d. (Thimm.)
European Conversation Books : German, is. ( Walter Scott.)

( 1.) ELWES, A., Concise Dictionary of the English, French, and
Italian Languages. 2S. (Lockwood.)
JASCHKE, R., English-Italian Conversation Dictionary. 2S. 6d. (Nutt.)
GRAGLIA, C., Pocket Dictionary of the Italian and English Languages.

2. 6d. ( Whittaker.)
MURRAY, James. Nuovo Dizionario Italiano-Inglese, [English-Italian,

also]. 5*. Stuttgard.
FELLER, F. E., English-Italian Dictionary. i. (jRoutledge.)

the
Italian Language. 6th. ed. 44. Key, is. (Thimm.)
ELWES, A., Grammar of the Italian Language. 6th. ed. i. 6d.

(Lockwood.)
( 4.) MARCHETTI, G., Italian and English idiomatic Phrases and

Dialogues. 2nd. ed. 2S.6d. (Thimm.)
SWAN, H., Colloquial Italian for Travellers, is. (Nutt.)
BRADSHAW, Anglo-Italian Phrase Book for Travellers, is. (W. J.

Adams.)
BELLENGER and WITCOMB., New Guide to Modern Conversation in

English and Italian, yfr. Paris. ( Baudry's Series.)

European Conversation Books : Italian. i. ( Walter Scott.)

(1.) BUSTAMENTE, F. Corona., Dictionary of the Spanish and English
Languages. 2 vols. 6s. Paris.

NBUMAN and BARETTI. Pocket Dictionary of the Spanish and English
Languages. 5*. (Whittaker.)
JASCHKE. E., English-Spanish Conversation Dictionary. 3*. 6d. ( Nutt.)

(2.) VELASQUEZ DB LA CADENA. Easy Introduction to Spanish
Conversation. 2S.6d. (Trubner.)
THIMM, P., Spanish Self taught, i*. (Marlborough.)
BUTLER, F., Spanish Teacher and Phrase-book. 2t.6d. (Kegan Paul.)
HUGO'S "

Simplified
"
Spanish in 3 months. 2*. ( ia Paternoster Row. )

( 3.) SALVO, D., Practical and easy Method of learning the Spanish
Language. 4th. ed. 48. Key, is.6d. (Thimm.)
SAUER, C. M., Spanish Conversation Grammar (On Otto's System.)

5th ed. 58. Key, zs.

ELWES, A., Grammar of the Spanish Language, i*. 6d. (Lockwood.)
( 4.) ROWBOTHAM, J., New Guide to Spanish and English Conver-

sation. sth. ed. 21. (Nutt.)

BUSTAMENTE, F. Corona, and CLIFTON, M., Manual de la Conversacion

Espagnol Ingles. 2/K Paris.
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SALVO, D., Spanish and English idiomatic Phrases and Dialogues,
and ed. zt.6d. (Thimm.)
WITCOMB and PARDAL. Guide to Modern Conversation in English and

Spanish. 2/r. Paris. (Baudry's Series.)

European Conversation Books : Spanish. i. ( Walter Scott.)

i3orttt3ttt.se,

( 1.) CASTRO DE LA FAYETTE, Novo Diccionario Inglez-Portuguez
Portuguez-Inglez. 2 vols. 6s.

( 2.) [ No Primer.]
( 3.) D'ORSEY, Kev. A. J. D., Practical Grammar of Portuguese. 4th

d. y*. (Trubner.)
ELWES, A., Grammar of the Portuguese Language. 2nd ed. is. 6d.

(Lockwood. )

DE CABANO, L., Practical and easy Method of learning the Portuguese
Language, sth. ed. 4*. (Thimm.)

( 4.) D'ORSEY, Eev. A. J. D., Colloquial Portuguese ;
Words and

Phrases of Every-day Lite. 6th ed. -$i.6d. (Trubner.)
MOUTBIRO, D., Portuguese and English idiomatic Phrases and

Dialogues. 2S.6d. (Thimm.)
BELLETTGER and WITCOMB., Guide to Modern Conversation in English

and Portuguese, zfr. Paris. (Baudry's Series.)

StttcJu

( 1.) KBAMEBS, J., New Pocket Dictionary of the English and
Dutch Languages. 4*. (Kegan Paul.)
New Pocket Dictionary of the English and Dutch Languages. ~,i.6d.

Leipzig. ( O. Holtze.)

(2.) [No Primer.]
(3.) AHJT, F., New Practical Grammar of the Dutch Language.

3rd. ed. 4*. (Thimm.)
( 4.) VAH DE HARLEIT., Dutch and English idiomatic Phrases and

Dialogues. 21. 6d. (Thimm.)

( 1.) New Pocket Dictionary of the English and Danish Languages
S.6d. Leipzig. (O. Holtze.)
LARSEN andEosiyo, English-Danish Dictionary. 9*. Copenhagen.
GEELjitnrDEs , J., and BBYNIIDSEN, J., English-Norwegian Dictionary.

and. ed. io. 6d.

(2.) BOJESEN, M., Guide to the Danish Language. 5*. (Trubner.)
THIMM, C. A., Norwegian Self-Taught. 2*. 6d. (Marlboroiwh.)
( 3.) LUND, H., Practical and easy Method of learning the Danish

Language. 4th. ed. 4*. Key, is.6d. (Thimm.)
OTTE, E. C., How to learn Danish ... on the Ollendorffian System.

7.6<f. (Trubner.)
SMITH, M. and HORNEMAX, H., Norwegian Grammar, with a Glossary

for Tourists. 21. (Kegan Paul.)
(4.) LrifD, H., Danish and English idiomatic Phrases and Dialogues.

and. ed. 2*.6rf. (Thimm.)
BOJESEK, M., The Danish Speaker; Pronunciation, Vocabulary,

Dialogues, Idioms. (William* and Norgate.)
European Conversation Books : Dano-Norwegian. i*. ( Walter Scott.)

BBNNETT, T., English-Norwegian Phrase-book. (Simpkin, Marshall.)
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( 1.) New Pocket Dictionary of the English and Swedish Languages.
S.6d. Leipzig. (0. Holtze, 1893.)

(2.) THIMM, C. A., Swedish Self-Taught. 21. 6d. (Marlboroagh.)
( 3.) LENSTROM, C., Practical and easy Method of learning the

Swedish Language, jrd. ed. 48. (Thimm.)
MAY, A., Practical Grammar of the Swedish Language, sth. ed.

Stockholm.

(4.) LEITSTROM, C., Swedish and English idiomatic Phrases and
Dialogues. 2nd. ed. 2s.6d. (Thimm.)
WBLANDER, P. 0., Svensk och Engelsk Parlor. 4th. ed. 2S.6<1.

Svensk och Engelsk Parlor. 3*. 6d. Stockholm. (A. Sonnier.)

( 1.) KONTOPOULOS, N., Lexicon of Modern Greek. 2 vols. 27*.

(Trubner.)
LAASS D'AGUEN, A. M. P., Nouveau Dictionnaire Francais-Grec

Moderne. 2nd. ed. lofr. Paris, (dfaisonneuve.)
Handworterbuch der Neugriechischen und Deutsehen Sprache. 5*.

Leipzig. (O. Holtze.)

( 2.) VINCENT, E., and DICKSON, T. J., A Handbook of Modern
Greek. 3rd ed. 6. (Macmillan.)
ZOMPOLIDES, D., Elementary Course of Modern Greek. 5*.

{Williami and Norgate.)
( 3.) VLACHO, A. Modern Greek Grammar. 48. Key, n.6d.

(Thimm.)
(4.) LAASS D'AGUEN, A. M. P., New Guide to English and Modern

Greek Conversation. 2nd. ed. iff. Paris. (Maiiotmeuve.)
KONTOPOULOS, N., Handbook of English and Greek Dialogues and

Correspondence. 28. 6d. Athens.

MALLOUP, N., Nouveau Guide de la Conversation en quatre langues,
Italien, Grec-Moderne, Francais et Anglais. 2nd. ed. $fr. Paris.

(Malsonneuve.) [There is also an Edition in French-Greek-English-
Turkish, at the same price.]

(1.) FORBES, D., Smaller Hindustani and English Dictionary. 128.

( W. H. Allen.)
CRAVEN, T., Popular English and Hindustani Dictionary in Roman

characters. 38. 6d. (Keqan Paul.)
( 2.) REYNOLDS, M. C., Household Hindustani. 28.

THIMM, C. A., Hindustani Self-Taught. 28. 6d, (Marlborough.)
(3.) FOBBES, D., Hindustani Grammar, ion. (td. (W.S.Allen.)
(4.) PLUNKETT, G. T., Useful Phrases in English, Hindustani,

Persian, and Pushtu.

(1.) CATAFAGO, J., English and Arabic Dictionary. 2nd. ed.
2 vols. 428. (Quaritch.)
STEINGASS, F., English-Arabic Dictionary for Travellers and Students.

308. (W. H. Allen.)

(2.) TIEN, A., Manual of Colloquial Arabic. [Grammar, Dialogues,
Vocabulary.] js.6d. (W.S.Allen.)

HATTO^T', Hon. M. F., A Practical Handbook of Arabic for the Nile.
18. London, 1873.
THIMM, C. A., Egyptian self-taught. 28.

( Marlborough.)
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(3.) HASSAM, A., Fraction! and easy Method of learning Arabic.

[Vocabulary, Grammar, Dialogues, Dictionary.] 2*. (Marlborouflli .)

FAKIS., Practical Grammar of the Arabic Language. Ed. by H. A.
Williams. 5*. (Quaritch.)

( 4.) PLUNKETT, G. T., English-Arabic Vocabulary for use in Egypt.
2. 6d. (Sichardson.)
HABTMANN, M., Arabischer Sprachfuhrer. 6>. Leipzig.

Vutfcftfe*

(1.) REDHOTTSE, J. W., English and Turkish Dictionary. 2nd. ed.

2 vols. 408. (Quaritch.)
MALLOCF, N., Dictionnaire Francais-Turc. 3rd. ed. 2o/r. Paris,

(3Iaisonneuve.)
( 2.) ABU SAID., Turkish Self-taught : Practical and easy Method of

learning the Turkish Language. [ Vocabulary, Grammar, Dialogues,
Dictionary, in one volume.] 2*. (Marlborovgh.)
RBDHOUSB, J. W., The Turkish Vade-Mecum of Colloquial Language.

Grammar, Vocabulary, Dialogues ; English characters, with Pronunciation.
6>. (Kegan Paul.)
(3.) WELLS, C., Practical Grammar of the Turkish Language. 15*.

(Quarifch.)
MALLOCF, N., Grammaire elementaire de la Langue Turque ; dialogues

familiers avec la prononciation figuree... Modele de lettres. $fr. Paris.

(Maifonneuve. )

(4.) [No English-Turkish Conversation- Book.]
MALLOUF, X., Guide in three languages, French, English, and Turkish.

3/K Paris. (Maisonneuve.) [Turkish in both Turkish and Roman
characters. There is a smaller Edition, English-Turkish only, at zfr,,
but the Turkish is only given in Turkish characters.]
HBINTZB, W., Turkischer Sprachfuhrer. 6. Leipzig.

(1.) Xew Pocket Dictionary of the English and Russian Languages.
5>.6d. Leipzig. (O. Holtze, 1893.)
ALEXANDBOW, A., Complete English and Russian Dictionary. 2 vols.

40*. (Trubner.)
(2.) REIFF, C. P., Little Manual of the Russian Language. [Rus-

sian pronunciation in English characters.] 28. Paris.

THIMM, C. A., Russian Self-Taught. 2*. 6d. (Marlborough.)
NESTOB-SCHNUBMANN, J., Russian Manual. 6. (W. JI. Allen.

[Grammar, Exercises, Dialogues, Reading Lessons, Idioms.]
( 3.) ALEXANDBOW, F., Practical and easy Method of learning the

Russian Language. 2nd. ed. 5*. (Thimm.)
RIOLA, H., How to learn Russian. 4th ed. 12*. (Trubner.)
FBBETH, F., Condensed Russian Grammar. 3*. 6d. (Kegan Paul.)
( 4.) THIMM, C. A., English, French, Turkish, and Russian

Vocabulary. 2*. ( Jfarltorough. )

COBNET, J., Manual of Russian and English Conversation. 3rd. ed.

4s.6d. Leipzig.
THOMPSON, A. R., Russian and English Dialogues. 5*. (Kegan Paul.)

Hattn.

(1.) ROUTLEDGE'S Latin Dictionary, is. 6d. (Boutledge.)
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1.) Btza.vpy, F. P. De, English and Hungarian Dictionary. ib*.

(Nutt.)
( 3.) SINGER, I. Simplified Grammar of the Hungarian Language.

4. 6d. (Kegan Paul.)
( 4.) Handbook of English and Hungarian Conversation. 3*.

lioumantatt.

!1.)
ANTONESCU, Dictionnaire Francais-Roumain. 9*.

3.) TOBCEAC, R., Simplifted Grammar of the Roumanian Language.
5*. (Trubner.)

( 1.) BARONOWSKI, J. J., Anglo-Polish Lexicon, izs. (Trubner.)

( 3.) MOKFILL, W. R., Simplified Grammar of the Polish Language.
f. 6d. (Trubner.)

(1.) PALMER, E. H., Concise English-Persian Dictionary. ios.6d.,

(Trubner. )

( 2.) FINN, A., Persian for Travellers. 5*. (Kegan Paul.)

(1.) SPURRELL, W., A Dictionary of the Welsh Language. 3rd ed.

8. 6d. (Kegan Paul.)
(3.) SPUHRELL, W., A Grammar of the Welsh Language. 3rd ed.

3. ( Kegan Paul.)

filf.JSccHanroit.ss.

Manual ofConversation in 6 languages, French, English, German, Italian

Spanish and Portuguese $fr. Paris. ( Gamier' s Series. )

The same in 4 languages only. 3 fr.

POUSSIER, E., Manuel de Conversation en 30 langues. iofr. Paris.

( Le Soudier.)
LITTLETOK, Hon. A. C., Vocabulary of Sea Words in English, French

German, Spanish, and Italian. y.6d. Portsmouth. 1879. (Simpkin.)
LORD, W. B. and BAINES. Shifts and Expedients of Camp Life.

London. 1871.
ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY, Hints to Travellers, Scientific and

General. 3th. ed. 15*. London. (Stanford.)
GALTON, F., Art of Travel, sth. ed. 7*. 6d. (Murray.)
THIMM, C. A., Complete Washing Lists with counterfoils in English.

6d. ( Marlborough. ) [For various European Languages : separate books
for each.]
The Anglican Church Magazine. Monthly i. ( Harrison & Sons.) [ A

~

very useful Directory of Church Services, &c.J
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$rarttral gmtd to Caurfet*.'

EEQUISITES.

A rather flat Portmanteau not heavier ( when filled
)

than can

conveniently be carried by the Tourist himself on an

emergency. [ Flat portmanteaus can be stowed much more

easily than high ones, especially under the seats of Railway
Carriages, and it is wonderful how much time, trouble,
and money may often be saved at Railway Stations and on
Piers by a man who is independent of Outside Porters,

Commissionaires, et id genus omne of "
sharks."]

Usual "Wearing Apparel, especially 2 Flannel Shirts, 2 pairs of
Flannel Trousers, and 2 pairs of easy Walking Shoes, not

very new. Pedestrians will find a good strong pair of
Canvas Yachting Shoes invaluable in summer.

Usual Toilet Articles.

Felt Hat
;
Tweed travelling Cap.

Black Leather Bag to hold clothes, &c., for a night or two out,
but not too large to sling over the shoulder.

Strong Leather Strap to cany the foregoing, or any thing else.

N.B. Have a strap provided with strong spring swivel ends
to permit of the article carried being quickly disengaged
without the necessity of unbuckling.

Strap, with handle, for rugs, coats, &c. One or two smaller

straps will often come in handy.
Leather Pouch to sling over the shoulder and carry Money, Map,

Handbook, Compass, Railway Ticket, &c., &c.

Macintosh Over-coat. Goloshes.

Leather Leggings with spring fastenings. Canvas Gaiters.

Strong umbrella available as a walking stick.

Murray's Handbook. [Murray's Hotel Recommendations are

usually trustworthy : this can be said of few Guide Books.]
Good Maps.
Parchment Luggage Labels.

Opera Glass. [ Steward, 406 Strand, Good.]

* For more ample and elaborate hints than these see the valuable book

oftheBoyal Geographical Society mentioned on p. 70.
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Compass.
Dust Spectacles of blue glass.
Pedometer.

Strong Pocket Knife.

Needles; Thread; Scissors; Pins; Strong String.

Large-sized Porte-Monnaie. [Well filled
!]

2 or 3 Brown Holland Money Bags such as are used by bankers.

Bible and Prayer Book ; Hymnal Companion ; H. A.
Sf M.

British Passport. [Always useful : often indispensable at Foreign
Post Offices, &c. If Visas wanted be careful to get them.]

Dictionaries. [ See Part II.]

Murray's Handbook of Travel Talk. [Better than Badeker.]

Soap.

Polyglot "Washing Book. [See Washing lists, p. 60, ante.']

Medical and surgical odds and ends. [See detailed List on p. 89.]

Ulster ; say two sizes too large as a tailor would esteem it.

[Useful everywhere when travelling ;
alike on a coach ;

in a

railway carriage ;
on the deck of a steamer

;
even in a cabin.]

Good Scotch Plaid. [If not wanted for warmth it will roll up
and often be useful as a pillow.]

S 2Sd barometer, f
Sometimes useful = often interesting.

Writing Materials, especially Post Cards. [ English envelope*
and paper are much to be preferred to foreign. Some
English Post-Cards are often useful to send back under
cover for posting in England.]

Note-book. [For Accounts, and general Memoranda.]
Portable Ink-bottle. [One that does not leak ! ]

Drawing Pencils ; India Rubber.

Chocolate in small cakes. [Useful to stay hunger till a meal can
be had.]

Pincers ; Gimlet ; Small* Screw-driver ; Geological Hammer.
[Screw the Gimlet into the floor close up to the bedroom

door, if the door possesses only a doubtful lock or bolt. But

specially-made door fastenings are purchaseable. ]

"THE TOURIST'S KITCHEN." Saucepan; Kettle; Frying
Pan; Spirit Lamp and Stand; Tea Infuser; Cup and
Saucer ; Mug ; Plate ; Knife ; Fork ; Spoon ; Tea-spoon ;

Water Bottle ; Bottle for Methylated Spirit ; Flask for

Brandy, &c. ; Tea Canister; Sugar Canister; Sandwich
Tin ; Biscuit Tin ; Pocket Filter ; Corkscrew ; Portable

Tap as bottle Cork; Candle Box; Match Box with
luminous top ; Pepper and Salt Bottle ; Portable Soups
( Space for ) ; Milk Bottle, (or Tin of Milk ) ; Duster.
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BOOTS AND SHOES.

It is impossible to pay too much attention to the choice
of boots and shoes. If a tourist breaks down in his

arrangements as to these, he will find the greatest difficulty
in getting matters right again, whether it be his boots that
have failed or his feet in consequence of his boots. In

general, 2 pairs of good walking boots (or shoes) should

always be taken, either to be worn alternately, or to be
worn according as rough or ordinary roads have to be
traversed. Where provision is specially made for rough
walking, the boots to be so used should have steel nails in

the soles and iron heels. Boots with soles partly fastened

by screws will stand rough usage better than those provided
with nails only. Above all things let the soles be broad so

as to obviate all pinching. Unless a man can "
piit his foot

down "
(literally) on a difficult piece of road, he will often

not be able to make sure of his position on the side of a

hill, &c. Boots should not be too heavy or too thick, but
the probable character of the ground to be traversed, and
the probable duration of the tourist's absence from England,
must be taken into account in determining how heavy or
thick they should be. Porpoise-hide boots are spoken well
of by some travellers, and are no doubt useful in Switzer-
land and in Norway where water or wet mud have to be
encountered. If shoes are worn (and they are far preferable
to boots for much ordinary walking), some kind of light

gaiter will often be useful to keep out stones, sand, and
dust.

WOOLLEN HELMETS.

The following are Instructions* for making an article

which will be found very useful for night travelling, or dur-

ing rough weather at sea. Use Alloa yarn ; it is the firmest.

Have 4 bone needles No. q, pointed at both ends. Cast on

90 stitches, 30 on each of three needles, very loosely. Work
thus : knit 3 stitches, purl 3. Go on in this manner round
and round till you have done a piece 5 inches long.
Then place on a piece of string 2 1 stitches : this should be

4 knit ribs and 3 purl ones. Put the remaining stitches on
two needles (it is awkward at first to place them on one

only ; after working a few inches you can get them on one) ;

leave off ribbing and knit backwards and forwards quite

plain for 38 rows ; this will be about 4 inches.

* Issued by the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen, i8r Queen Victoria

Street, which will be glad to receive helmets of this kind for Smacksmen.
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Now knit 15 stitches, take 2 together, knit remainder

plain ; next row the same ; go on thus till you have reduced
to about 42 stitches, then knit 9 stitches only, and take 2

together; work thus until you have reduced to 25 stitches.

Now reduce 4 times in each row till 3 stitches remain.
Now resume 4 pins ; take up the loops at the ends of the

plain rows, also the 2 1 stitches on the string, count them
round : there should be 1 14 in all, including the 3 remaining
on the pin: if there are too many or too few tak 2 to-

gether, or make one or two.

KNITTED HELMET.

Now rib round and round as you did at first, taking care
that your ribs match on to those which were on the string ;

it is easiest to knit plain the first row till you arrive at
those stitches : then commence ribbing. Work thus for

i\ inches. Cast off rather loosely.

Flaps to protect the chest and back are very useful. If

the worker decides on these, then knit only 4 inches of

ribbing for the throat, finish off the helmet as above, and
then take up on long needle with a head, half the stitches of

the " cast on "
row, and knit quite plain backwards and

forwards till you have done s,^ inches ; then take 2 to-

gether at the end of each row till 25 remain. Cast off. Now
take up the remaining stitches for the back and flap, and
work it in exactly the same manner.
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LETTEE TO AN HOTEL-KEEPEE TO BESPEAK
BEDS AT HIS HOTEL.

Sir,

We intend to arrive at your Hotel on [Thursday'] next,

[August 21.]
Please have ready for us [one] bedroom with [two beds'] on

the [and] floor.
We are extremely particular about everything being very clean;

and especially that the sheets should be thoroughly aired.

I wish you to acknowledge this order by a Post Card addressed
as above.

Tours truly, A. B.

THE SAME IN FRENCH.
Monsieur,

Nous avons I'intention d'arriver a votre Hotel [ jeudi ]

prochain, le [21 aout].
Veuillez avoir a notre disposition [une] chambre d coucher at,

[deux] lits, au [deuxieme] etage.
Nous sommes tres exigeants a ce que toute chose soit excess-

ivement propre, et que les draps soient bien aeres.

Je vous prie de m'annoncer par [carte postale] la reception
de cet ordre.

Agreez, Monsieur, I'assurance de
ma parfaite consideration, A. B.

THE SAME IN GEKMAN.
Geehrter Herr,

Wir beabsichtigen ndchsten [Dienstag], den [zi-sten
August] in Ihrem Hotel einzutreffen.

Wollen Sie desshalb [einj Schlafzimmer mit [zwei~] Betten

fur uns bereit halten auf dem [ zweiten] Stocke.

Wollen Sie auch daftir sorgen, doss Alles von der grossten
Reinlichkeit sei, und dass die BetUiicher gut gelvftet werden.

Ich ersuche Sie mir den Empfang dieses Briefes durch eine

[Postkarte] anzuzeigen an obrige Adresse.

Mit Hochachtung, A. B.

THE SAME IN ITALIAN.

Signore,
Noi abbiamo V intenzione di arrivare al vostro albergo

[Giovedi] prossimo [21 Agosto].
Procurate di avere a nostra dispositions [una] camera da

dormire a[due] letti al \_secondo] piano.
Noi desideriamo in modo speciale, che ogni cosa sia molto

pulito, e che le lenzuola siano bene arieggiate.
Ci prego di awisarmi per [cartolina postale] d'avere

ricevuto quest' ordine.

Gradite Signore la certezza

della mia perfetta considerazione, A. B.
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LETTEES.

Where possible avoid the system of Poste Restante and
have your letters directed to your hotel if you can be sure-

of going to a particular one. Under all circumstances cause
all fancy titles ( especially

"
Esquire,

" and its abbrevia-

tions) to be omitted from the address on your letters. Not

unfrequently "Esquire" on a letter is deemed at a foreign
P.O. to be a man's name ! It is a good plan in applying
for letters, especially at a German or out of the way P.O.

to exhibit your name legibly written or printed on a piece
of paper.

Before leaving England fix upon certain towns as places
to which letters are to be addressed to you. Arrange a

corresponding series of envelopes and number them in the
order in which they are to be used. By doing this you will

be able to know at once if anyone of the series has failed to

arrive at its destination.

All letters going out of England to members of a party
travelling abroad should be addressed in the name of the
head of the family, with the names of the particular persons
for whom the letters are intended added in the corner.

English stamps are of course no use abroad except to affix

to letters enclosed in letters going to England.

PASSPOETS.

These are in a certain sense obsolete in most of the
countries of Europe except Russia ; nevertheless every Eng-
lishman is recommended to take one with him. It will often
be found useful at Post Offices when applying for letters ;

and by exhibiting it admission may frequently be procured
to public buildings when without it admission would be
refused. One passport will do for any number of ladies and
children travelling together, but each gentleman should
have one to himself.

Passports are issued from the Foreign Office, London.
Every application must be accompanied by a certificate of
the applicant's identity signed by a Mayor, Magistrate,
Justice of the Peace, Minister of Eeligion, Physician,
Surgeon, Solicitor, or Notary. Or the applicant's Banker
may apply on his behalf. Every application must be
accompanied by a Postal Order for 2s.

British subjects who have already gone abroad cannot
obtain passports from the Foreign Office direct, but must
apply to some British Embassy or Consulate:
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MONEY.
English gold, (whether sovereigns or half-sovereigns,) is

the most convenient sort of money to take abroad when only
a small amount for a short trip is required. But when large
sums are likely to be wanted " Circular Notes "

should be
taken. These are issued by many of the chief London
Banks and offer the advantage that they can be turned into

money in nearly all the principal towns of Europe, with
ittle trouble or loss.

Be very sure to keep the "Circular Notes" and the "Letter
of Credit" in two different pockets or places so that both
cannot possibly be stolen by the same thief.

In large towns the Notes will often be cashed by Hotel-

keepers ; but if you have to go to one of the local bankers
whose name is in the Letter of Credit, remember that the
office hours at foreign banks sometimes do not include i.o

3.0 p.m.
Money should always be carried on the person, or in a

bag slung round the neck. Never put money away in

portmanteaus or trunks ; for, as likely as not, it will never
be seen again by its lawful owner.

BEFOEE LEAVING ENGLAND.
Take an Insurance Ticket. It will cost little, and may be

useless or the contrary ! Put your name and address on it.

If starting in July or August, especially if accompanied
by ladies, it may be worth while to secure beforehand your
berths on board the Channel steamer.

Circular tickets obtained through London Excursion

Agents, save much loss of time and temper, but cost no less

in money than the respective local fares added together.
But they obviate the serious and constantly recurring risk

of being cheated in one's change at Railway Stations. The
traveller also saves the worry and disagreables of standing
about in waiting for tickets thereby losing time which
would be more usefully employed in securing a good seat

and looking after his luggage.
The Hotel-coupon system unquestionably works well,

despite occasional hostile criticisms to the contrary. It is

especially useful in France, Switzerland, and Germany to

people who cannot speak any language but English.
Amongst other advantages it simplifies one's accounts and

diminishing the amount of coin which the traveller has to

have in his pocket when he leaves England, diminishes

accordingly the risk of loss from any and all causes.

When quitting England for the Continent, always have in

your pocket some money of the country to which you are
first going: say il. worth.
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And, generally, carry in your pockets at all times plenty of

small change, silver and copper, not forgetting, however, to

diminish your stock judiciously as you approach a new
frontier.

RAILWAY TIME-TABLES.

The intending traveller can collect general ideas of

times and routes from the Continental Bradshaw but should

verify its figures by local books, specially when seeking infor-

mation as to Branch lines, and as to railways in countries
not in close communication with the English railways.
The principal foreign general Time-table, doing for the

continent, with some preference to France, what the

English Bradshaw does for England, is the Livret-Chaix

Continental, a thick 1 8 mo., published monthly, and

purchaseable at Eailway Book-stalls &c., price 2 fr.
For France only, buy the Indicateur des Chemins de Per,

a large-page thin pamphlet price 60 centimes. Most of the

great French Companies have Time-tables of their own,
selling at 40 centimes each.

For Belgium buy the Guide Officiel de tous les Chemins de
Fer de Belgique, a Fcp. 8vo. publication, price 30 centimes.
For Germany buy the Reichs-Kursbuch published at

Berlin, price 2 marks; or Henschel's Telegraph, published
at Frankfurt, price i mark.
For Italy buy the Indicatore Ufficiale delle Strode Ferrate

d'ltalia, published at Eome, price i lira. There are also

small editions selling at 50 centesimi : and 20 centesimi.

(This last is for N. Italy only).
There is a useful Article on Eoutes to the Continent in

Temple Bar, Sept. 1885.

OFFICIALS IN FEANCE.

" There are few characters more offensive than the small
French Officials. There is but one way to deal with them :

to use no expressions that can be used against you; to be

very cool; and perfectly determined: keeping well within
the law. There are few cases where such conduct is followed
in which the British traveller does not get the best of it.

The object of the French policeman does not vary: his pur-
pose in molesting the harmless foreigner is to bring his own
name before the Authorities : to append it to a proces verbal :

if he can get the words trop de zele added, he believes
himself to be on the high road to fame and promotion. He
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fears to insult a native; because the native remains and may
be nasty, but the traveller, here to day and gone to morrow,
is a safe victim.

"
( Sir W. A. Fraser, Recollections of

Napoleon III,, p. 191.)

AT A FOREIGN RAILWAY STATION.

Before starting to take a train from a Railway Station on
the Continent, study the route you intend to take. Write
down on paper the names of the terminal stations ; of the

junction stations where you know you must, or where per-

haps you may have to, change carriages ; and if the journey
is to last some hours, the names of the stations where Buffets

for refreshments are provided. Opposite to these names
write the times ; and if a stoppage of more than a minute or

two is advertised, it is often convenient to have stated on

your paper the duration of the stoppage. Otherwise, when
you arrive at the particular station, you may lose much time
in finding out how long your train will stop there.

When you reach your station of departure be ready ( if

in France or Belgium ) for the word of command, " Formez
la queue," which means " Form line

"
to approach the ticket

window ( "Guichet"). Be armed, if possible, with the exact

sum required for the ticket, or, at any rate, with such a sum
as shall leave but little change due to you. This will lessen

the chances of your being cheated because an Englishman.
Go thence to the Luggage-office ; deposit there your lug-

gage, or see it depositedby a porter or coachman &c., as the

case may be. Before your luggage is accepted and the
ticket ( "Billet de bagage") for the same is given, you will be

required to exhibit your own ticket. If you are one of a party
and the luggage is that of the whole party be sure and shew
all carriage tickets or you may be charged for over-weight
on the supposition that all the luggage belongs to one

passenger. After the luggage is accepted, weighed and paid
for, a luggage receipt will be given you. Even if there is no

charge for over-weight, a small Booking-fee (
i o centimes )

will be levied on the delivery of the receipt. It is a good
precaution to examine the receipt, and see that the number
entered in the column,

" Nombre de Colis" corresponds with

the number of packages you have handed in. Remember
that the French make very strange marks to represent the
Arabic figures 3, 5, and 7.

It is always a good plan to have the number of persons
who form the party to whom the luggage belongs mention-
ed on the luggage ticket, because if one of the party
should lose his carriage ticket, the luggage receipt becomes
evidence that he had his ticket once.
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It will sometimes happen that after arriving at the end of

his railway journey the traveller will wish not to be burden-
ed at once with the custody of his luggage. In such a case,

let him see it taken safely to the Luggage-office ; and then
let him tell the porter and the clerk in charge of the office

that he will come and claim it, or send for it, later in the

day. Meanwhile he must retain the luggage-ticket, to be
handed in by himself or deputy when the luggage is claimed.

A ticket taken for a train and not used must be stamped
before it can be used later ; and this must be on the same day.

EAILWAY OMNIBUSES.
At most stations frequented by tourists there are omni-

buses belonging to the principal hotels. It is well to settle

before arrival what hotel you intend to patronise, and then
to hail its omnibus as soon as possible. This saves the risk

of losing a seat, and of being annoyed by "touts." At some
stations there will be found also (or even only) a town
omnibus, which goes the round of the hotels, but these are

best avoided by tourists who cannot speak the language of

the place ; or who do not know how to make a bargain.

HINTS AS TO TEAVELLING BY EAIL.

In warm weather be sure and secure a seat away from
the sun. Back to the engine is at all times safer than

facing the engine, though less convenient for seeing views.

There is less danger from draughts in sitting back to the

engine ; and less dust accumulates on a passenger and on

luggage placed on that side.

The Eefreshment rooms at stations are as a rule better

than those in England. At the same time where the neces-

sary arrangements for carrying food can be made, it is much
pleasanter to be free of the Eailway Buffets. Ham-and-
chicken sausages purchased at good shops in London are
most useful articles of food for eating on a railway journey.
They will generally keep good for nearly a fortnight except
in very hot weather.

All articles of luggage should be provided with the best
locks ; or at the least there should be one package with a

thoroughly good lock, and in that package should be placed
everything of specially intrinsic value. In nothing is the

advantage of portable luggage more to be seen than in the

facility it offers to the tourist of often keeping his luggage
near him, even though not actually in his own hands. A
tourist must be separated from big trunks, if he has any, at

many stages in his journeyings. Valuables should be kept
out of sight as much as possible, and the less jewellery taken
out of England the better.
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Beware of buying cheap portmanteaus and trunks : and
of taking in them quantities of unnecessary things., or

unnecessary quantities of useful things.
If obliged to have several packages,place in the lid of each

a rough catalogue of its contents. It is wonderful how
much time and loss of temper in rummaging about amongst
carefully packed things this little precaution will often save.

It is desirable so to arrange your effects that no single

package shall weigh more than about 56-lbs. This is about
as much as one porter can manage single-handed without
risk of treating the packages very roughly. And it is also

the free weight (25 kilos) on many foreign railways. More-
over, 2 such packages slung, one on either side of a horse or

mule, with a .^rd on the top, will together make a manageable
load for a horse or mule. Everything should be tightly

packed,* andwhere some vacant spaces cannot be avoidedthey
should be temporarily filled up with wisps of newspaper
which can be thrown away when the spaces are wanted,
e. g., for the stowage of purchases. Over-weight is, on
forei gn Railways, usually so much for each 1 1 Ibs, (5 kilos.)

Where liability to damp can be foreseen, or much open
air travelling is probable under circumstances which render
it doubtful whether the baggage can be adequately protected,
it is a good plan to have at least one air-tight tin box

amongst one's impedimenta, so as to be always sure of

having at command at any rate a few articles of clothing,

absolutely dry when wanted at short notice.

CUSTOMS REGULATIONS.
In crossing frontiers it is a general rule that all articles

of Merchandise, (including wearing apparel not yet worn)
are liable to Customs Duties ; but Tobacco in its various

forms and Spirits are the chief things inquired for or

searched for. To give information here in detail would

occupy too much space, but of such things as Cigars it may
be said that only a few, or a pocket-book-full, or a small

opened box are duty free anywhere. Of Spirits, as a rule,

only a small bottle which has been uncorked and used from
will pass free. On landing in England the allowance is

Tobacco and Cigars, ilb. ; Drinkable Spirit, i pint ;

Perfumed Spirit, i pint. The best way of dealing with
Custom-house Officials is to speak the truth, and to put on

(even if you cannot feel) an air of pleased civility at being
catechised; and make a great parade of lending the
Douanier your keys, as if he was going to give you a "

tip !

"
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EAILWAY ROBBERIES IN ITALY.

Frequent acts of pilfering take place in the luggage
compartments on the Italian Railways. The following has
been recommended as a very simple and efficient remedy
to protect baggage from being robbed.

Assuming that every portmanteau, box, or bag, has a strap
of some kind, either to keep it closed or to protect the lock,

pass a piece of tape through a hole in the strap, near the

buckle, tie it, and then fasten the knot with sealing wax,
affixing a private seal. If this is broken or removed, it may
be known that an act of dishonesty has been committed ; if

it is found intact at the end of the journey, the box has
not been tampered with.

Another way of securing a safe transit for luggage is

to have strong cords fastened round the boxes, &c., and
when registering them at an Italian station to have this

cord sealed with the Government lead, the charge for this

being only a few coppers. Even with this precaution it is

possible that the box might be opened on a long journey,
but if found, the offender is liable to i o years' imprisonment.
The line between Milan and Venice has a bad reputation

for these robberies, and it is a disgrace to such a country as

Italy that they can and do occur on railways which are
under Government direction, and that redress is practically
unattainable.

TO FIND THE SOUTH WITHOUT A COMPASS.
In the daytime hold a watch horizontally, with the hour

hand pointing to the centre of the Sun. The South will

then lie midway between the position of the hour hand and
XII o'clock, counting backwards. Thus, if the hour hand
is at IV p.m. the South will lie in the direction of figure II.

on the dial. The result is most accurate for 2 or 3 hours
before and after noon. By night, face the Pole-Star, and
the South will lie immediately behind you.

MISCELLANEOUS.
For a vast amount of information, ( much of it of great

practical value) in extension of the hints given in this Part
of this work see the books by Freshfield, Galton, and Lord,
mentioned on p. 69, (ante). In addition to those, for infor-

mation with respect to Mountaineering see J. Ball's
" Introduction" to The Alpine Guide, (sold separately) ; and
Murray's Switzerland.

Travellers in Russia must remember in advance that
Russian arrangements as to beds and bedding are very
defective according to Western ideas and customs, and

they should prepare accordingly.
G
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MEDICAL AND SUEGICAL HINTS.*

Introduction.

The maxim that "A little learning
is a dangerous thing" is one which
the writer desires his readers clearly
to bear in mind in connection with
the information now about to be giv-
en. Nevertheless he believes that it

will not be difficult to furnish some
practical hints which, if acted upon,
will often be found to promote the
comfort and safety of a tourist :

indeed,may often savehim the trouble
and expense of sending, perhaps,
many miles, for a doctor, merely to
obtain the cure of a simple ailment
curable by ordinary care when assist-

ed by some simple medicine which

any chemist could make up if he had

placed in his hands a prescription
plainly written in Latin or French.
Of course it is to be understood

that a tourist acting on any advice he

may find in these pages must use a
certain amount of common sense

;
so

that if his malady does not readily
yield to the treatment or drugs here

recommended, he must seek proper
advice from a medical man ( not from
a chemist), whose fee will be money
well spent : even if no serious illness

be imminent,misgivings and unfound-
ed anxiety will be set at rest.

Position and sanitary
condition of Lodging's.

If on his arrival at his destination

the tourist finds he has a choice of

lodgings, whether rooms at an hotel
or apartments in a house, let him try
and secure a bedroom at moderate
elevation, as far removed as possible
from any stagnant water, from a

canal, and from any W.C. Avoid
also [a room with a window looking
into a quadrangle, for from such

places the most unsavoury and often

dangerous odours arise ;
whilst there

is generally a noise going on there,

especially in large hotels. Be very
particular too not to remain where a

smell of drains is perceptible. Poison
which may engender anything from a
sore throat to typhoid fever is readily

* Founded on information supplied
by Mr. H. Nicholls, F. E. C. S. of
East-Bourne.

absorbed into the system by breath-

ing, especially by night, an atmos-

phere charged with sewer gas.

Chills to be avoided.
" Prevention is better than Cure ;"

therefore measures of prevention will

be dealt with first. It is a matter of

great importance, and often of great
difficulty, to protect the body from
the consequences of sudden and con-
siderable changes of temperature.
These changes are frequently very

trying in mountainous countries, such
as Switzerland, and involve a strain

upon the functions of the skin which

gives rise to nearly all the ordinary
ailments to which an English tourist

is subject when abroad.
There are two principal means by

which the skin (and therefore the

body as a whole) ,
can be kept in good

condition: ( i.) daily bathing, and

( 2.) the use of woollen clothing next
the skin. By daily bathing it is meant
that the whole body every morning
should be sponged with water as cold
as the age and physical vigour of the
individual will reasonably permit.
The carrying out of this recommend-
ation is often a matter of extreme

difficulty in a continental hotel, as

every Englishman and Englishwoman
knows to his or her cost. Hence a

travelling bath of some kind is an im-

Eortant
article of luggage. If a warm

ath is wanted and a thermometer is

not at hand, mix i part of boiling
water with 2 of cold. Such a mixture
will have a temperature of about 90
Fahr.
The nature of the woollen clothing

to be worn depends in a measure on
the habits, rank in life, and sex of the

individual, but the importance of en-

casing the whole body ( including the

extremities), in some sort of woollen
material next the skin cannot be too

strongly enforced. "Merino", so

called, is the most obvious material
to recommend, and may be said to

occupy a mean position between the

flannel preferred by the "Walking-
Tour" man, and the spun silk usually
chosen by those who nave very sensi-

tive skins. The main principle which
underlies the choice of these fabrics

is the same in all cases : without hin-

dering the due ventilation, so to speak
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of the skin, they prevent the temper-
ature of the body from being too

suddenly lowered in passing from a
warmer into a cooler atmosphere.
Moreover, the rough surface of these
materials has a useful stimulating
action on the skin. Cotton or linen

should under no circumstances be
worn next the body during the day.

Macintoshes, though very useful,
are extremely objectionable from a
medical point of view. None should
be worn on long walks except they are

shaped so as to permit of very free

ventilation. Perhaps the "Inverness"

shape is the least objectionable. The
foregoing remarks also apply to

goloshes.
The danger of walking with wet

feet is not great provided that the wet
boots and socks be removed directly
the walk is ended, and before the
blood has time to become chilled.

Drinking1 Water.
This is usually the greatest of all

difficulties which beset the tourist.

If possible make it a fixed rule never
to drink any water which has not
been boiled ; and at table drink some
imported Mineral Waters, Apollinaris,

Selzer, or something of that kind
which may with fair probability be

depended upon to be pure. Remem-
ber that no addition of Brandy or
other Spirits will render unwholesome
water safe, and that charcoal filters,
even of the best kind, do little else

than remove gritty impurities in sus-

pension. Water may be tested by the
admixture of a few drops of Candy's
Fluid. If the purple colour remains

unchanged after the lapse of ^ hour,
the water may be deemed safe for

drinking ;
but if the purple hue has

become a brown one, on no account
drink any water coming from the
ame source, until it has been boiled.

Drinks, generally.
There can be no doubt whatever

that Alcoholic Drinks are not con-
ducive to prolonged muscular exertion
such as all tou rists are at one time or
another called upon to undergo. Even
in cases where they are taken as a

Slip after some special fatigue or

effort, their effect is quite temporary,
and before long an increased sense
of lassitude comes on. Alcoholic
drinks should therefore be used in

very great moderation or not at all.

The only articles coming under this

head on which tourists should at all

relyarejoodbrandy and good whiskey,
and these should be employed as
medicines rather than as beverages. If
wanted to restore circulation after a
chill mix with hot not cold water.

Malaria and Infection.

Infection is much less likely to be
received into the system on a "full
stomach " than when the contrary
state of things prevails. When there-
fore a journey has to be token through
a low marshy district where ague is

Erobably
prevalent, have a good meal

eforehand. The most aguish locali-

ties are those where the salt and fresh
waters meet.

Accidents to the Eye.
One of the commonest misfortunes

which befall tourists is the intrusion

of a foreign body into the eye. If it

cannot be seen and extracted by a

friend, or if after it has been extracted
the eye becomes inflamed, cover the

eye with a handkerchiefand foment it

with hot water, (
never with cold ) ,

every i hour till bed-time. During
the night the particle will probably
work its way to the inner corner of
the eye, and be out by the morning.
If not, consult a medical man.
A few drops of glycerine will often

mitigate the painful effects of grit

getting into the eye during a railway
journey.

Injuries to Joints or Bones.
The sufferer himself will usually,

though not always, be able to form
some fair idea of the extent of the

injury received. As a rule, if the

joint can be moved in all the same
directions as the fellow one can on the
sound side, it is sprained and not
dislocated. Again speaking broadly,
if the bone is injured, the limb re-

maining the same shape and length as

the sound one, the probability is that
it is not fractured, but in doubtful
cases of sprain and fracture it often

requires a skilled hand to say what
has happened. A simple sprain should
be treated by hot fomentation for the
first 24 hours. Then apply a cold
lotion. (Prescription No. i.)

Cuts.
A cut not serious enough to require

sewing-up should be well washed with
warm water, and when the bleeding
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has nearly ceased the edges should be

brought together. Then place over
the cut some strapping plaister and
a small pad of dry lint or linen

securing it in its place \>y a linen

bandage, or by a handkerchief. Keep
the part as much at rest as possible,
and in a couple of days it will pro-
bably be nearly healed. If, however,
it does not become, as it were, set for

healing, but, on the contrary, grows
painful, a warm bread poultice should
be applied for 2 or 3 days. When, by
means of this, the wound has come to

look clean, a cold-water dressing will

soon cause it to heal.

Sun-burnt Skin.

The skin may be, in a measure,

protected from the consequences of

exposure to the sun by anointing it

before going out into the open air,

with cold cream, or even sweet oil.

Stings.
In Europe bites or stings from

insects are not usually severe, except
when the part attacked is the mucous
membrane of the mouth or throat

which frequently becomes rapidly in-

flamed to a dangerous extent. In
such cases medical advice should be
sought at once. Meanwhile, ten or a

dozen leeches should be applied ex-

ternally and small lumps of ice

swallowed at intervals. No stimu-

lants.

A wasp's sting can always be re-

lieved by scraping a raw onion, and

anointing with the pulp the place
affected. Salad oil also effective.

Insect bites generally may often be
warded off by anointing the face and
hands with toilet vinegar and gly-
cerine. Gnats avoid carbolic acid.

Dog or Snake Bites.
In the case of a bite by a dog or a

snake have resort to suction, either

by the mouth, or by the means of a

cupping glass. If the bite is on the

arm or leg, bind a tape or string

tightly round the limb above the place

(that is on the side nearest to the

body) so as to prevent, if possible,
the poison being absorbed into the

system. Youatt says
" that Lunar

Caustic is almost a specific for a dog-
bite, even though the dog be rabid."

After discontinuing the suction, or
the application of caustic, as the case

may be, the ligature should be re-

moved, and hot fomentation and
poultices employed. Should fainting
supervene, as usually happens in
cases of snake-bites, stimulants should
be given.
A wine-glass may be made to do

duty as a cupping-glass. Hold it

inverted over the part where it is to
be used and exhaust the air by means
of a lighted match or taper adroitly
held close to the skin. If the exhaus-
tion of the air from the wine-glass has
been duly effected, the skin will swell

up to the height of about % inch. To
remove the glass, insert the finger-
nail gently between the skin and the
rim of the glass so as to admit the air

gradually.

Burns and Scalds.

A slight burn or scald should be
covered with a piece of lint thinly
smeared over with zinc ointment. If
a bladder of fluid has risen it must be

punctured in several places. The

part affected should then be wrapped
in lint which has been saturated with
Carron oil ( equal parts of lime-water
and linseed oil) and kept warm by a
thick covering of cotton-wool lightly
bound over it. If the burn or scald is

a severe one and the true skin has
been destroyed, the place will proba-
bly be a long time healing.

Asphyxia.
In cases of suspended animation,

however caused, artificial respiration
should be at once resorted to. Dr.

Sylvester's method is the simplest.
Place the body on the back, slightly-

raising the shoulders : open the mouth
and draw the tongue somewhat for-

wards : extend both arms over the
head along the flat surface on which
the body rests. Then bring the arms
down to the sides, bending the elbows,
so that they may press firmly against
the ribs. Continue this motion at the
rate of about 15 times a minute, till

the lungs are capable of performing
their functions without artificial aid.

Then, but not till then, warmth may
be applied to the body.

Fainting.
Place the patient on his back on a

flat surface, and loosen the clothing,
especially that round the neck and
chest. Ammonia or other stimulant
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vapour may then be applied to the
nose. Do not give the patient
anything to drink until a fair amount
of consciousness has returned, or

choking may ensue.

Emetics.

When a noxious substance has been

inadvertently swallowed, an emetic
should be given at once. Prescription
No. 10 is suitable for general use. If
a proper emetic cannot be had, give
large quantities of warm water, and
tickle the back of the throat with a
feather.

Cold in the Head.
This common, but often very incon-

venient, ailment may be treated by
Prescription No. 2. The inhalation
of hot steam from a jug of boiling
water is also an excellent remedy.

Sore-throat.
A cold water compress will often

relieve this, but if the throat remains

dry, an astringent gargle should be
used. ( Prescription No. 3.) Lozenges
seem to have different effects on diff-

erent people, and it is not easy to

recommend one as universally avail-

able for sore-throat. Try Brown's
"Bronchial Troches," and Red Gum
Lozenges. A severe sore-throat must
be sharply watched, for if accompan-
ied by shivering, marked feverish

symptoms, and prostration, it may
betoken something serious.

Influenza.
This is an inflammation of the air-

passages, accompanied by constitu-

tional disturbance more or less severe.
The premonitory symptoms are a
sensation of chilliness, running of the

eyes, an acrid mucous discharge from
the nose, headache over the temples,
feverishness, and cough. If, however,
the patient experiences severe rigors

alternating with perspiration, and

pain in one spot, and if the act of

coughing causes pain, then some grave
disease may be impending, and med-
ical advice must be sought.

'i'o relieve an ordinary attack of in-

fluenza, begin with an aperient at

night, followed by doses of a Saline
Mixture ( Prescription No. 4), during
48 hours. If the cough continues
troublesome after the feverish symp-
toms have subsided, a Mixture such
as No. 5, may be required.

Derangements of the stomach
Many travellers when they get

away from England find themselves
liable to derangements of the stomach
and bowels. With or without any
previous disposition to ailments of

this kind, differences of diet, or un-
wholesome diet, may give rise to

dyspepsia, flatulency, or diarrhoea,
but none of these ailments, are likely
to be mistaken for anything else.

Dyspepsia.
This being an ailment due to a dis-

ordered condition of the alimentary
canal, it can best be alleviated by a
careful attention to diet. Take no
food except that which is plain, and
not likely to irritate ;

and let the
meals be somewhat frequent and lim-

ited in quantity, rather than at long
intervals and too substantial. A fair

amount of walking exercise should
also be secured. By way of medicine

try Prescription No. 6.

Flatulency.
This is a frequent concomitant of

dyspepsia, and will usually be relieved

by Prescription No. 7.

Diarrhoea.
This may be stopped by Prescription

No. 8. Avoid unripe fruit, and iced

drinks.

Constipation.
Almost every one has his own pet

remedy. "Hunt's Pills" are useful,
or Prescription No. 9.

Congestion of the Liver.
A slight congestion of the liver may

be distinguished from dyspepsia by
the marked sallowness of the skin, by
the tongue becoming coated, by a
bitter taste in the mouth, by pain in

the back, high up between the should-
er blades, accompanied, perhaps, by
a feeling of tenderness in the right
side near the region of the liver.

Attention to diet and plenty of exer-

cise will soon ensure relief, if aided

by Prescription No. n.

Neuralgia.
This is a not unfrequent incident of

travel. It may result from sitting in

a draught in a railway carriage, or
otherwise. Use Prescription No. 12.

Tooth-ache.
A little plug of cotton wool soaked

in chloroform and pushed into the

cavity of a decayed tooth will often

give reliefso as to ensure a night's rest.
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Boils.
Boils which do not follow a severe

|

illness are usually caused either by an
excess of one article of diet, or over-

1

eating generally, or by impure food
or water. To cure them, attention

must be paid to diet, avoiding too
much meat or sugar, and taking a fair ;

quantity of vegetables (particularly ;

greens) and fruits, with an occasional
j

aperient (Formula 9). Hot fomenta-
tions and poultices should be applied
to the bou itself. Everyone has his

favourite poultice, but linseed-meal or

bread is the best.

Chaps.
These may usually be cured by

frequently moistening the skin with
cold cream, glycerine and water, or

vaseline ; but if these remedies fail

the hands should be well covered with
zinc ointment, and an old pair of

gloves worn night and day. Use rain-

water, if possible, for washing hands
and dispense with soap.

Ear-ache.
Ear-ache, which is not neuralgic,

but which arises simply from cold or

from having sat in a draught, if severe

enough to require a formal treatment,

maybe relieved by hot fomentations,
or poultices, and by cotton wool
saturated with laudanum, or aconite

liniment, placed in the ear.

Frost-bite.
This may be recognised by the

altered appearance of the flesh and
bv the loss of sensation in the

part affected. This should be well

rubbed with snow, then with cold

flannel at first, and when sensation

begins to return, with warm flannel.

Artificial warmth from fire or water
is to be avoided until the circulation

is well re-established. Stimulants may
be given internally. A part once
frost-bitten is apt to be affected again.

Sun-stroke.
This is so severe and dangerous a

malady when once developed, that it

can only be treated of here in the way
of suggesting precautions against it.

It is more frequent when the atmos-

phere is highly charged with elec-

tricity than at other times. During
very hot weather the head should not
be exposed uncovered for any length
of time to the sun's rays, and the

back of the neck in particular should
be carefully protected. Sun-stroke

may be produced by over-exertion in

the heat, or by exertion immediately
after a meal, or by exposure wher
out of health, especially during slight

congestion of the liver.

It commences with headache, faint-

ness, a desire to lie down, and, in

severe cases, with total insensibility.
In very slight cases, rest in a cool

darkened room, with cold applications
to the head, and low diet, will be all

that is necessary.

Bleeding
1 front the Nose.

This malady is often only an in-

stance of nature effecting its own
cure, but if the bleeding is persistent,
the patient should lie down in a cool

room, and cold water or ice should be

applied externally to the nose and
face, and ice sucked in the month.
Powdered tannin may also be tried

as snuff drawn up the nostril which
bleeds (there is, as a rule, only one).
Should these remedies fail, medical
advice must be sought.

Sea-Sickness.
It seems a mockery to suggest that

there is any remedy for this familiar

misfortune, and probably it is in some
sense incapable of cure. There can be
no doubt, however, that if a fairly

good meal is had immediately before
the actual start of the vessel, especially
if the meal is accompanied by a good
draught of gaseous drink (champagne
or even plain soda water), the pre-
disposition to be sick may be kept at

bay for some hours. The intending
patient should lie down at once, and
be well wrapped up with rugs, &c. Try
a course ot Bromide of Sodium : i

drachm 3 times a i ay for 2 or 3 days
before beginning a voyage.

Sore Feet.
Sore feet may be guarded against

as follows : before starting on a long
walk put the feet into very hot water,
then dry them thoroughly, and rub
them with soap till a good lather ap-
pears. Then put on socks. Wear
worsted or merino socks in prefer-
ence to cotton ones.

An Englishman going abroad with
the prospect of much walking should

always be provided with sound English
boots, or shoes, not too new

;
that is

to say which have become adapted to

the shape of the foot by something
like 6 months' quiet wear at home.
To render boots impervious to

water, dress them according to the

Receipt given pout.
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* The
of the F

PRESCRIPTIONS AND RECEIPTS.

quantities in the Latin prescriptions are given in "

rench Metric System, unless otherwise expressed.

Centilitres"

I. LOTION FOB SPRAINS. LOTION POUR LES ENTORSES.
Solution of sub-acetate oflead ... 2 dr.

Tincture of opium 4 dr.

Distilled water to 6 oz.

"The Lotion. POISON."

Liquor plumbi subacet. ... o'j
Tr. opii i '4

Aq. dest. ad 17^0
"Ft. lot. Signa POISON."

2. MIXTURE FOR COLD IN THE HEAD. MIXTURE POUR
LE RHUMB DE CERVEAU.

Liquid acetate of ammonia ... 4 oz.

Dilute nitric acid 3 dr.

Chloric ether 3 dr,

Distilled water to 8 oz.

"One tablespoonful in a wineglass
of water 3 times a day."

Liquor ammon. acet n'3
Acid. nit. dil. i'o

Ether chlor i'o

Aq. dest. ad 22*7

"4 centilitres ter die ex aqua."

3. GARGLE FOR RELAXED THROAT. GARGARISME POUR
MAL DE GORGE.

Dilute nitre-muriatic acid ...ii dr.

Tannic acid 20 ffr.

Tincture of orange peel 2 dr.

Distilled water to 6 oz.

"Half a wineglassful to be used
as a gargle 3 times a day."

Acid. nit. mur. dil

Acid, tannici i'3 gramme
Tr. aurant

Aq. dest. ad
"Ft. garg. 3 centilitres ter die

utend."

4. INFLUENZA MIXTURE. MIXTURE POUR LA GRIPPE.
Liquid acetate of ammonia ... 3 oz.

Sweet spirit of nitre 2 dr.

Antimonial wine i dr.

Camphor water to 6 oz.

"One-sixth part 3 times a day."

Liq. ammon. acet.

Spt. ether, nit.

Vm. antim.
Mist, camph ad 17.0

8-5

0-7

o'3S

Pars sexta ter die."

5. COUGH MIXTURE. TISANE POUR LA TOUX.
Sweet spirit of nitre 3 dr.

Tincture of squills i\ dr.

Compound tincture of camphor 3 dr.

Ipecacuanha wine 40 m.

Syrup of tolu 4 dr.

Camphor water to 6 oz.

"One-sixth part 3 times a day."

6. DYSPEPSIA MIXTURE. Tt

Compound spirit of ammonia ... 2 dr.

Chloric ether ... . ... i dr.
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8. DIARRH<EA MIXTURE. REMEDE CONTRE LA DIARHEE.
Acid, sulph. dil 0*35
Tr. opii 0*35
Ether chlor o's

Dilute sulphuric acid i dr.

Tincture of opium i dr.

Chloric ether i^ dr.

Tincture of catechu 3 dr.

Camphor water to 6 oz.

"One-sixth part every 4 hours.

Tr. catechu
Mist, camph ad ij'o

' Pars sexta quartia horis."

. APERIENT PILLS. PILLULES APERITIVES.
Compound colocynth pill
Calomel

... 8gr.
... 2gr.

"In 2 pills : one or both, at bedtime."

Pil. col. comp. ... 5 decigramme!...
Hydrag. subchlor. i ,,

"Ft. pil. 2 : i vel 2, h. s. 8."

10. AN EMETIC. UN EMETIQUE.
Powdered ipecacuanha
Sulphate of zinc

"The Emetic."

.2o.gr.
20 gr.

Pulv. ipecac. ... 13 decigrammes...
Zinci sulphat." Ft. pulveris emeticus."

II. MIXTURE FOR CONGESTION OF THE LIVER. MIXTURE
POUR LA MALADIE DE FOIE.

Resin of podophyllum i flivPodolp. resin. 0.65 decigrammet...
Calomel 12 gr. Hybrag. subchlor. 8 ,,

Powdered jalap 6 ffr. Pulv. jalap. 4
Extract of henoane sufficient. Ext. hyosey q. 8.

" In 6 pills : one at bed-time." " Ft. pil. 6 : i h. s. s."

1 2. MIXTURE FOR NEURALGIA. MIXTURE POUR LA NEVRALGIE'
Dilute nitro-muriatic acid ... i dr. Acid. nit. mur. dil o'35
Quinine 12 gr. Quinise disulph. 8 decigrammes...
Hydrate of chloral i dr. Chloral, hydrat 0*35
Syrup of orange peel 6 dr. Syrup, aurant 2^13
Distilled water to 6 oz. Aq. dest ad ly'o

"One-sixth part 3 times a day."
" Pars serta ter die."

13. LOTION FOR CHILLBLAINS. LOTION POUR LES ENGELURES.
Sweet oil 3 oz. Ol. olivse 9'o

Spirits of camphor i oz. Liniment, camph. co 3'o" The part affected to be rubbed."

14. HAIR-WASH. LOTION POUR LES CHEVEUX.
Vinegar of cantharides 3 dr. Acet. canthar. i'o

Dilute acetic acid 2 (if. Acid. acet. dil. i'o

Glycerine 4 dr. Glycerin i'4
Distilled water to 4 oz. Aq. dest. ad i2'o
" To be rubbed into the roots of "

Ft. lot. Signa POISOIT."
the hail' every night. POISON."

15. PREPARATION FOR WATERPROOFING BOOTS.

Mix i pint of linseed oil, 2 oz. of yellow wax, 2 oz. of turpentine, and
J oz. of Burgundy pitch, over a slow tire. Hub the mixture while hot well
into the leather with the aid of a brush, and repeat the process, again
and again, until no more will soak in. Put the boots on one side for a few

days to dry, and they will be found waterproof and very supple.

1 6. GOOD PASTE FOR MOUNTING PHOTOGRAPHS.

Mix gradually 6 oz. of flour with i pint of cold water, avoiding lumps >

add gently i$ pints of warm water in which has been dissolved f oz. ofalum
and $ oz. of glue. Boil all the ingredients in an enamelled saucepan over a
moderate fire, stirring continuously till quite thick. Watch the mixture

closely whilst boiling and see that it does not become lumpy. Add to the
alum water 50 grains of bi-chloride of mercury (Poison), and the paste
will keep good for many months.
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Useful portable Medicines
and surgical tilings.

( 1.) Ammoniated Tincture of

Quinine. Small bott. [For sneezing
or cold in the head. 30 60 drops
twice or 3 times a day in a wine-glass
of water.] tid.

(2.) Chlorodyne. Small bott.

[ For Colic, &c.] gd.

(3.) Diarrhcea Mixture. Small
bott. i-

( 4.) Effervescent Citrate of Mag-
nesia. Small bott. [ As a morning
Saline Draught : or for a bilious

attack.] j\d.

( 5.) Camphorated Chloroform,

i oz. bott. [For Toothache.] jd.
(6.) Hazeline. 6oz. bott. [For

cuts, bruises, and internal or external

bleeding.] i. zd.

( 7.) Sal Volatile. 6 oz. bott.

[For cold in head, Faintness, or as an
external application for stings.] lod.

( 8.) Boracic Acid and powdered
Starch. i oz. of each to be mixed
in equal parts. [For application to

sore or tired or chafed feet.] $d.
( 9.) Gelatine-coated Quinine

Pills. Box of 24 ;
each 3 grains. [As

a tonic ;
or after a coldj

6d.

( 1O.) Compound Rhubarb Pills.

Box of 24. [As an Aperient and

Digestive.] 6d.

( 11.) Soap Liniment. Small
bott. [For sprains, &c.] &d.

(12.) Vaseline. Small bott. [For
Skin abrasions, &c.] 8d.

(13.) Bandages (2), each 2$ in.

wide and 6 yards long. 6d.

( 14.) Boracic Lint. J b. 6d.

( 15.) Mead's Tape Plaster.

J-inch wide, lo-yard spool. i. zd.

(16.) Glycerine. [Sun-burn.] $d.

( 17.) Oiled Silk. J yard. i.

%* The foregoing articles are
mentioned in something like their
relative order of importance, so that
a person not caring to take with him
all of them may begin with No. i

,
and

take as many as he may care to have,
or can make room for. The prices
attached represent the cost of the
several articles at the Army & Navy
Stores, 105 Victoria Street. From
the prices it will be seen that with a
few shillings added for glass Mea-
sures, and a Fever-Temperature
Thermometer, a very sufficient im-

promptu Medicine Chest may be fitted

up for 15 or 20 shillings a sum total

much less than that charged by the

ordinary "Medicine Chest" outfitters.

Health Rules for the Winter.

Never take warm drinks and then

mmediately go out in the cold.

When sleeping in a cold room,
jreathe through the nose and never

with the mouth open.
Never go to bed with cold or damp

eet.

Never omit regular bathing, for

unless the skin is kept in an active

condition, the cold will close the

acres and induce congestion or other

liseases.

Never begin a journey until after

you have had breakfast.

After exercise of any kind never

ride in an open carriage or near the

open window of a railway carriage for

a moment. Such a practice may en-

danger health and even life.

Always avoid standing where the

body is exposed to cold wind.

When hoarse speak as little as

possible until the hoarseness has

passed away ;
or the voice may be

permanently lost or much trouble to

the throat be produced.

What to do when Dress
catches Fire.

A woman should immediately lie

down on the floor, or if she has not

done so, any one who goes to assist

her should instantly make her lie

down; or, if needful, throw her down
into a horizontal position, and keep
her in it. Sparks fly upwards, and
flames ascend. Ignition from below
mounts with fearful rapidity ; and, as

a result, the fatality or disfigurement
in these cases is due to the burns in-

flicted about the body, neck, face, and

head, and not to injuries of the lower
limbs. The very moment the person
whose clothes are on fire is in a horiz-

ontal position on a flat surface, the

flames still ascend, but only into the

air
;
do not encircle their victim. Time

is thus gained for further action, and,
in such a crisis, a few seconds are

precious. Once in the recumbent

position the person afflicted may crawl
to a bell-pull, or to a door, so as to

clutch at the one or open the other.to
obtain help. The draught from an

open door into the room would serve

to blow the flames, if any, away from
the body ; or, again, still crawling, the
sufferer may be able to secure a rug
or table-cover, or other such article at

hand, to smother any remaining
flames.
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Rules for Bathing.
The Royal Humane Society has

published the following Eules-
"Avoid bathing within two hours

after a meal.
" Avoid bathing when exhausted by

fatigue or for any other cause.
" Avoid bathing when the body is

cooling after perspiration." Avoid bathing altogether in the

open air if, after having been a short
time in the water, it causes a sense of
chilliness with numbness of the hands
and feet.

' Bathe when the body is warm,
provided no time is lost in getting
into the water.
"Avoid chilling the body by sitting

or standing undressed on the banks
or in boats after having been in the
water.

" Avoid remaining too long in the
water leave the water immediately
there is the slightest feeling of chilli-

ness.
"The vigorous and strong may

bathe in the early morning on an

empty stomach.
" The young and those who are

weak had better bathe two or three
hours after a meal the best time for

such is from two to three hours after

breakfast.
' Those who are subject to attacks

of giddiness or faintness, and those
who suffer from palpitation and other
sense of discomfort at the heart,
should not bathe without first consult-

ing their medical adviser."

A Practical Tourist.

Woolner tells a good story which
he had from James Nasmyth, the in-

ventor of the steam hammer :
"

I

met him once at the private view of
Deceased Masters at Burlington
House. He was expatiating on the
value of drawing, and gave me an

amusing instance in his own experi-
ence. He was travelling in Norway,
and one day in a wild out-of-the-way
place reached an inn, very hungry,
but unable to make the hostess under-
stand his wants by anything he could

say. He was considerably perplexed,
till he happily thought of nis pencil.
He then carefully drew a dish in per-
spective, with steam rising from it

;

and beside this he drew a plate with
a knife and fork. When he had com-

pleted this diagram of his wants, the
face of the hostess brightened, and
she at once left him to execute his

design. He then went for a stroll,

and on returning found the picture

complete. There was the plate,
knife and fork, and the dish covered.

So soon as he sat down, mine hostess

lifted the cover, displaying a fine hot

fowl, that sent forth a cloud of steam ;

and this was the finishing touch given
to the Norwegian design of the great

Nasmyth."

Advice to British Tourists
in Germany.

The Acting British Consul-Gen eral

at Frankfort, in a report issued by
the Foreign Office, in 1891, supplied
British tourists and residents in Ger-

many with advice to enable them to
avoid "

difficulties and annoyances of
a more or less serious character

"

which some of them have met with in

the past, and forwhich they frequently
seek redress from British representa-
tives in that country. The following
is a summary ofthe advice thus given.
As to passports, although persons

making a short stay on the Continent
and travelling from place to place
may not find it necessary to produce
their passports, any one making a

prolonged stay, especially in Prussia,
will find it absolutely necessary to
have one, for, according to the police
regulations, persons giving lodging
to strangers are required to report
the arrival of the latter within three

days, when official proofs of identity
are invariably demanded. Consuls, it

is true, can grant passports, but it is

more expensive to obtain them in this

way than from the Foreign Office;
and if the Consul is not satisfied with
the proof of identity the tourist may
find himself in an awkward position.
Quite recently the passport regula-
tions for Alsace-Lorraine have been
increased in rigour, and all travellers

entering these provinces from France,
whether passing through or making a

stay, should be careful to have their

passports examined and signed at the
German Embassy in Paris. N o certifi-

cate whatever will be accepted in

place of this. Where the passport is

not in accordance with the regulations
the traveller is liable to be sent back
across the frontier. The various

applications to Consuls by persons in
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pecuniary difficulties show that suffi-

cient prudence is not exercised in

this matter. Cheques on English
banks are not easily converted into

money, and even letters of credit,

though readily negotiable in larger
centres, may prove utterly useless in

towns where banking business is not

sufficiently developed. Frequently
people start with an insufficient

supply of money, and have to apply to

Consuls for loans. Consuls have no
funds at their disposal for that pur-
pose, and are naturally loth to grant
loans out of their private means
Tourists should make a note of the
towns where Consuls are resident,
and also of their office hours, and
should apply to them when desirous
of obtaining special information.
Those unaccustomed to Continental

travel, and who are not adepts at the

languages, should carefully map out
their route beforehand, and obtain all

the details as to hours of departure
and the like, as during the journey
they may be quite unable to do this

from anyone speaking English. Any
infringement of the railway bye-law
as to children over to being compelled
to travel with full tickets is severely
punished. The German railways.being
for the most part State property, are
worked on a stricter system than that
in vogue in England. Travellers in

the height of the season cannot

expect guards to give them a compart-
ment to themselves, and should not
travel with as many packages as they
do at home. The examination of

baggage at the frontier should always
be personally attended to

;
if not, the

baggage is detained, greatly to the
loss and inconvenience ofthe traveller.

The German regulations as to new
articles of dress are stringent, and
travellers must not be surprised at

having to pay duty on them. All

important junctions on the Rhine are

frequented by pickpockets ;

"
English

travellers are therefore earnestly
cautioned to be especially on their

guard on the crowded Khine steamers,
as well as on the platforms and in the
refreshment rooms of the railway
stations, which are so thronged
during the summer months." Mis-
takes frequently occur in tickets and
telegrams for Homburg being made
out to Hamburg, and the same
applies to letters. There are, in fact,
six Homburgs in Germany, besides
two in Alsace-Lorraine and one in

Switzerland. The address of the
famous Homburg should always be

Homburg v. d. H. (vor der Hohe).
There is no trifling with the caution

Verbotener Weg (forbidden road or

path) near fortresses, and sightseeing
generally may well be restrained in

such neighbourhoods.
Agreements for board and lodging

during a lengthened stay in boarding-
houses should always be in writing ;

payment can always be demanded in
lieu of notice nnless the arrangement
is otherwise. The Consul's advice
should always be sought to secure the

formality of such documents.
In case of disputes with public

drivers, a person should go without
loss of time to the nearest police
station, otherwise the other party may
be first in the field and obtain an
authority to act before both sides of
the question are heard.
Orders to tradespeople for goods

of an exceptional character should be
in writing, and describe exactly the

goods wanted, otherwise the differ-

ences and misunderstandings of two

persons speaking different languages
may lead to lawsuits and worry. In
cases of overcharge, any municipal
magistrate or local police official will

willingly advise what steps should be
taken to have the bill reduced to the

proper amount.
" Beware of running

up bills with tradespeople, as, ac-

cording to still existing local laws in

certain German towns, foreigners
may, on account of debts, be im-

prisoned, if it is suspected that they
intend leaving the country before

settling their accounts."

Agreements with servants should be
drawn up, in which the provision as
to discharge should be clearly stated,
and the same warning applies to the

engagement of couriers or servants
in England by persons about to

travel. Commercial travellers carry-
ing goods for sale require a special
licence for that purpose, and they
will have to ascertain at the police-
station where such certificates are
obtainable. English governesses,
servants, artisans, &c., should not
leave home for a situation abroad
until they receive written agreements
signed by responsible persons, and
containing a special proviso as to
return fare being paid by the employer
if their services cease after a trial for
a stipulated period.

" The greatest
caution in this respect is necessary."
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British subjects residing inGermany
are subject to all German taxation
after a year, and in some districts

even sooner. In Prussia especially
inquiries should be made of some
respectable local lawyer by persons
proposing to settle. Births and
deaths, especially the latter, should
be reported without delay at the
nearest British Consulate.

If education, not economy, is the
consideration for the settlement of
British subjects in Germany, there
are many towns which cannot be too

highly recommended, and the Consul-
General especially mentions Berlin,
Hanover, Frankfort, Wiesbaden,
Heidelberg, Freiburg, Leipsic, and
Dresden. (Times, April 14, 1891.)

Valuables in Switzerland.
The British Vice-Consul at Lau-

sanne issued in 1887, the following
warning to travellers :

" Persons
who intend travelling in Switzerland
should bear in mind that they should
on no account carry jewellery or gold
or silver articles of any description
packed with their other luggage, with-
out first declaring the same at the

railway station from which they start,
and also paying the extra carriage
according to the value declared. Un-
less such a declaration is made no
damages whatever can be claimed
in case of loss by theft or otherwise.
But if, on the other hand, the value
is duly declared, and the extra

charges are paid, passengers have a

right to compensation if they can

prove that such articles have been
lost while their luggage was actually
'Under the charge of a railway com-
pany." (Times, May 30, 1887.)

The Liig-gag-e of Ladies.
" There is a grievance ofrailway ser-

Tants which I wonder has never been
ventilated. It arises from the enor-
mous size and weight of modern
travelling trunks. Ladies and more
especially American ladies are the
chief culprits. The size oftheir boxes
has increased, is increasing, and

ought to be diminished
;
and I think

that if, when they are on their travels,
ladies would observe the strain to
which porters are put in handling
these bulky packages, the more
humane among them would see this

for themselves and voluntarily abate
the evil." (Truth, Sept. 15, 1893.)

Hints on " Treading" Water.
"As the human frame, bulk for

bulk, is lighter than water, all that
is needful to save life is to permit
the body to sink until it shall displace
as much water as equals the body's
weight. Then paddle gently, as the
lower animals do, with hands and
feet, the head being held erect, wher-
ever it is desired to go. This direc-
tion being carried out is absolutely all

that is needful under ordinary condi-
tions to preserve life. These few di-

rections ought to be stuck up in every
bathing place, and every boating and
skating place, in the three kingdoms.
Children in every instance ought to be
made to tread water from the earliest

age, say in shallow slate baths with
blood-warm water, or, when conven-
ient and suitable, in some river, pond
or in the open sea. A leather belt
with ring, and a stout rod with line

and hook,are employed by Portuguese
mothers to instruct their children.
The mother, rod in hand, stands on
the brink; the child learns in the
water. In Paris swimming-schools
the same procedure is resorted to.
The business cannot be begun too
soon. I saw mere infants sustaining
themselves perfectly in the tepid
waters of Africa. Treading water is

far safer than swimming, in a broken
sea. Every adult, man, or woman,
who has not practised it should begin.
Once the conviction instilled that the

body is lighter than water, the risk of

drowning is reduced to zero. The
process involves no uncertainty, no

delay. Very different from swimming,
it can be acquired at once." (Dr.
H. Mac Cormack, of Belfast, in

Nature, June 2, 1881.)

Relief from Noises due to
Machinery.

The following idea is from an Ameri-
can source. Take two pieces of

spermaceti ointment each of about
the size of a pea ;

tie them each up in

a small piece of linen (say three

inches, or less, square) and place
them deep, one in each ear, working
the pieces round until they take the

shape of the respective orifices ; leav-

ing the ends of the linen to hang out.
This done, scarcely a murmur of
sound will be heard, and the auditory
nerves will be at ease. When a suffi-

cient period of rest has been had, or
the noise has ceased, the little plugs
can be drawn out.
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PART IV.

Cppfrer Cdegrapf) Colie,

IT often happens that 2 people wish to communicate with'

one another in confidence, and are so circumstanced that

they cannot make use of envelopes. To such this very
simple Code will be acceptable. As applied to Post-Cards
and Telegrams it will enable one to convey a varied amount
of information within very narrow limits of space.

The columns in which the words are arranged alphabeti-

cally are to be used in sending a message : the columns of

letters, in reading a message. In writing a message the
letters set opposite to the words are to be treated, of course,
as symbols to represent the words. The Rules as to cypher
telegrams vary in different countries. In England no word
may exceed 5 letters.

The letter "
j

" not being used in the Code it may be em-

ployed to separate one cypher-group from another ( or as a
full stop) where ambiguity is to be feared. The plural may
be indicated by the letter " s

"
either appended, or standing

by itself.

The following example will illustrate the use of this

cypher Code :

"WP ABT AEE AIG AFY ACG ABA ZM CD
"XQ BE TB AVT AQG XA AVX XL AVT
"DF BBL BCI AVW FT L N AWK ALICE
"ZL DX FQ WZ IG ZL AES CT AEE XT
"ABC WAZI VT AMM Q AILS SZ B ADTS."

" Have lost my portmanteau, omnibus man left it at
"
hotel, am forced to sleep here to-night, hope to be with

"
you to-morrow by 10.15 train. Alice is better, but her

" cold is still bad. My house let, got very good rent, 50?,
"for 2 months."

In sending telegrams, it is best to write the cypher as

above, in Roman Capital lettters. This lessens materially
the risk of errors in transmission.
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PAET V.

THE French system of weights and measures although an
arbitrary and unphilosophical one, ( notwithstanding which
fact certain fanatics are seeking to force on its adoption by
England) prevails over a considerable part of Europe, and
therefore needs mention in this work. It is supposed to be
based on the distance between the Earth's Equator and
Poles, one-ten-millionth of this distance being taken as the
unit of length. This unit, called a Metre, is put at 39'37o7g
English inches : but improved astronomical and geodetical
investigations have of late years led to the discovery of the
fact that these figures are fallacious. It is of course now
impossible to alter the recognised value of the unit : and so

it remains, and therefore the Metric system starts with and
is based on a falsehood. Colonel Froome, E.E., has thus
stated the case :

" The French Commissioners, however,

having in their calculations employed -g^ as their value of

the Earth's Compression ( now known to be incorrect ) the

Metre, strictly speaking, can no longer be so defined."

The cube of the ^ of a Metre was adopted as the unit
of capacity, and was called the Litre. The weight of a
lit.-e of distilled water, at its greatest density, was called a

Kilogramme, and the TWO Parfc of this, the Gramme, was
adopted as the unit of weight. Measures of surface are
based on the square metre, 100 of which make the unit call-

ed the Are. Multiples of these, in decimal progression, are
defined by mongrel words partly formed from the Greek ;

whilst subdivisions are defined by other mongrel words part-

ly formed from the Latin. These explanations will suffice

to make clear the following Tables which are sufficiently
full for the purposes of the Traveller and general reader,
without being exhaustive or mathematically exact.

* ^*tline of a Trigonometrical Survey, 3rd ed., p. 155.
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I. FRENCH MEASURES OF LENGTH.

French Names.
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i mile = 1609*3 metres.

100 yards =
91*4 metres.

i yard =
0*91metres.

i foot = 30-48 centimetres,
i inch =

3-2 millimetres,

finch = 25-4 millimetres.

If i metre costs i fr., then i yard will cost 8fd.
If i yard costs is., then i metre will cost 1-3 7 fr.

II. FEENCH MEASURES OF WEIGHT.

French Names.
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The coins known as the "Franc," and "
5-Centimes,"

each weigh 5 grammes. Moreover the diameter of the
latter is 25 millimetres. The i o-Centime-piece weighs
i o grammes, and measures 30 mm.

III. FEENCH MEASUEES OF CAPACITY.

French Names.
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THERMOMETER SCALES. BAROMETER SCALES.

Centigrade
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TABLE FOE ASCERTAINING RAILWAY SPEEDS.

Seconds
Kilom.
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NATIONAL LOCAL TIMES.

Englishmen travelling on the Continent merely for a
few weeks are advised not to alter their watches every time

they cross a frontier, but to keep their watches set to Green-
wich time, and to note differences as occasion arises, for it

must be remembered that most European nations have now
adopted a " Standard Time,

"
derived from Greenwich, in

substitution for their local national times.

Continental " Standard Times "
are three in number :

West Europe (
= Greenwich), BELGIUM, HOLLAND : Mid

Europe (ih. in advance of Greenwich), NORWAY, SWEDEN,
DENMARK, GERMANY, AUSTRIA-HUNGARY, SWITZERLAND,
ITALY, SERVIA, TURKEY (W. Part of) : East Europe (2h,
in advance of Greenwich), BULGARIA, ROUMANIA, TURKEY
(E. Part of).

Besides the above there are local National Times in use in

FRANCE (based on the Meridian of Paris); SPAIN (on
Madrid); PORTUGAL (on Lisbon); whilst in RUSSIA, Warsaw,
St. Petersburg and Moscow are severally used as Time-

giving Meridians for Railway and other purposes.
In Italy the hours of the day are reckoned from o to 24,

Midnight being o h. "Five o'clock afternoon Tea" would
therefore be called for at 1 7 h.

LOCAL TIME FASTER THAN GREENWICH.
Paris 9, Brussels, Antwerp 17, Rotterdam 18, Amsterdam2O, Marseilles

21, Geneva 24, Cologne 28. Berne 3O, Carlsruhe 34, Frankfurt A. M.
35, Stuttg<ird, Milan 37, Hamburg 4O, Christiana 43, Munich 46,
Gothenburg, Venice 49, Copenhagen, Rome SO, Berlin, Palermo 53,
Dresden, Irieste 55, Naples 57, Vienna Ih. 5m., Breslaul.8, Stock-

holm, Brindisi 1.12, Buda-Pesth 1.16, Athens 1.35, Constantinople
1.56, Alexandria 1.58, St. Petersburg 2.1, Cairo 2.5, Jerusalem 2.2O
Moscow 2.3O, Bombay 4.51, Madras 5.21, Calcutta 5.53.

LOCAL TIME SLOWER THAN GREENWICH.

Edinburgh 12 m., Madrid 14, Dublin 25, Lisbon 36, Montrea
4h.54m.. ^New York 4.56.

FOREIGN MONEYS.

On the Continent the English Sovereigns is accepted at all

hotels, and at shops in chief towns, (
=

2.15
francs = 20 marks,

but money-changers give more according to the rate of ex-

change.) Bank of England notes are accepted with almost

equal readiness. In Brussels and a few other large towns,
Bank-notes are taken at a slightly higher rate than gold.

In Austria a peculiar state of things exists. There being,
since 1879, no difference in the value of silver or paper
money, silver florins ( gulden ) are as much in circulation

as paper ones, and paper money is only depreciated against

gold money. The English Sovereign is therefore now
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equivalent to io florins (gulden) gold money, or about 12

florins ( gulden ) silver or paper money. Accounts are made
out in florins and may be paid in paper or silver, but if

paid in gold a corresponding discount will be allowed.

The bank-notes of France, Belgium, and Switzerland are

usually at a small discount in their respective countries.

The bank-notes of Italy are subject to a considerable dis-

count from the values they nominally represent. In any
case the notes of all of these countries are subject to a

heavy discount out of the country to which they belong.

France, Belgium, and Switzerland. These States form a
" Latin " Union for coinage purposes, and though the names
of the coins are not in all cases identical their value is so,

practically, and all circulate interchangeably. There are
other States not belonging to this Union, and whose coins

do not circulate interchangeably, but which, nevertheless,
have coins of much the same intrinsic value, however named-
The Tourist who acquires the facility of following his

expenditure in French francs will therefore be able to know,
.almost at a glance, the state of his finances, wheresoever he

may be in Central or Southern Europe. The following may
be considered equivalents, subject to variations of exchange

English g^d. 45. 8s.

French, &c. i oo centimes = i franc 5 francs. 10 francs.

Italian. i oo centesimi = i lira.
5 lire. io lire.

Greek. 100 lepta=i drachma. 5 drachmai. io drachm.
Bulgarian. 100 stotinkis = i leva. 5 levas. io levas.

Roumanian, i oo banis = i ley. 5 leys. loleys.
.Servian. i oo paras = i dinar. 5 dinars. io dinars.
Finland. i co penni = i mark. 5 markkaa. i o mark.

Spanish. i oo centimes = i peseta. 5 pesetas, io pesetas.

The following are the coins of the countries named :

FRANCE.

Bronze 5 centimes
io centimes

.Silver 20 centimes

50 centimes
i franc
2 francs

5 francs

Gold 5 francs

,, io francs

20 francs .

d.

o*
I

2

4*

9*

. 4

. 4

. 8

. 16

NOTES of various values.

Exchange for the English Sovereign:

25.10 francs to 25-35 francs.

SWITZERLAND.

Nickel 5 centimes ... <

i o centimes ... <

20 centimes ... <

Silver 50 centimes ... <

d.

oi

franc

2 francs

5 francs

20 francs
4
16Gold

NOTES of various values.

Exchange for the English Sovereign:
from 25'io francs to 25^40 francs.
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BELGIUM.
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SPAIN.



As this volume is more especially intended for the use of

English-speaking travellers on the continent of Europe, it

will not be out of place to offer here a few observations on
some practical points in respect of which Englishmen, who
are Protestants, do not always appear to advantage in the

eyes of foreigners. It may well be doubted whether,
as a rule, Englishmen abroad are sufficiently scrupulous to

remember who they are and where they are. If more

thought were given to this matter, things which are done
would often be left undone ; and things which are left

undone would often be done.
In visiting Eoman Catholic Churches, Englishmen are

sometimes extremely irreverent, talking loudly and bustling
about whilst service is going on, in a fashion which is

calculated both to incommode and give offence to the native

worshippers. Such conduct as is often to be witnessed on
the part of Englishmen in Eoman Catholic places of

Worship in France and Germany, is little likely to pre-

possess the adherents of a corrupt faith in favour of a pure
faith, such as that professed by the great mass of educated

English Churchmen. Attendance on Sundays at Eoman
Catholic ceremonies by English Churchmen is another in-

fraction of sound principles which is much to be deprecated.
It is apt to lower the visitor in the eyes of the thinking
native, and certainly tends to injure the moral tone of the

visitor himself. The opportunities for acquiring familiarity
with heterodox religious principles and practices, and the

facilities for seeing ceremonies and reading books coming
within the same category which have resulted from the

increased intercourse between England and the Continent

during the last quarter of a century, have wrought great
mischief in the minds of the younger generation of English
men and women. Much of the laxity of tone now prevalent
in the upper circles of English society as respects Eeligion
and Morals, is directly traceable to Continental (especially

French) influences ; and the less the contact in future years
the better for Eeligion and Morals on this side of the

Channel.
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Another hint or two of a still more direct character may
be added here. English travellers abroad cannot be too

strongly urged to do all in their power to conform to the

highest attainable standard of Sunday observance. Those
who look into the matter with a sincere desire to leam the

truth, will have no difficulty in finding unimpeachable
Scripture proof, that the observance of one day in seven for

Best and Worship is not a matter of Jewish or Mosaic

origin, but dates back to the Creation, and is a duty binding
on all nations, at all times, and everywhere. In other

words, that the 4th Commandment is as universally and as

strictly and literally binding as all the other 9, and cannot
be isolated from them and then repudiated, except by doing
violence to all common sense principles of interpretation.
Moreover, there exists abundant medical and secular testi-

mony that labour 7 days a week cannot long be indulged
in with impunity : after 6 days of toil, (be it of the mind, or

of the limbs, or of the eyes ; be it toil in reading, or toil in

travelling, or toil in sight-seeing) the mind and the body,
for medical reasons, need that rest and repose which a

peaceful Sabbath day never fails to afford, and of which

Monday then becomes a witness.

Under these circumstances, English travellers are urged
to consecrate their Sundays on the Continent to Rest and

Worship, alike for the sake of themselves and for the sake
of example to the foreigners around them. And not only
for these reasons (which are in some senses selfish) but for

the sake of affording as much as possible the inestimable

blessings of Sunday rest to the thousands of men and
women employed in connection with the Railways and other

public conveyances, the Posts and Telegraphs, and the
Hotels.* It is painful to think of, and impossible to realise

the state of utter slavery in which the vast mass of these

people in France, Germany, and Switzerland exist all the

year round a slavery which becomes greatly aggravated
during the Summer months, when thousands of English
Tourists swarm all over Central Europe, many of whom
(with shame be it said) seeming to forget many obvious
duties of Christianity so soon as they find themselves on a
Rhine Steamer, or amongst the Swiss Mountains.

*
Very earnest efforts are now being made in many Continental towns, to

deal with this question of Sunday toil. Tourists who wish to learn what is

being done should call in at the office of the Federation Internationale pour
fobservation du Dimanche, 19 Rue de Candolle, Geneva. They will be
surprised to find how much has been accomplished since 1876, to create a
Public Opinion on the subject in Central Europe. In other words, whilst

people in London are labouring to introduce amongst us the " Continental

Sunday," the Continentals themselves are trying to replace the " Contin-
ental Sunday" by a Christian one.
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There cannot be the least doubt that many English
travellers spend their Sundays abroad in a way they would
be thoroughly ashamed to be seen doing in England, travel-

ling by Railway and in vehicles, and visiting Museums and
Theatres and Concert Eooms, with results very injurious to
themselves and to those around them, whether fellow-

countrymen or foreigners. Even when they do not do these

things they often fall far short of their home standard

attending the Sunday Services at the Anglican Church once
instead of twice, or not at all and so on.

On this subject the following excellent remarks, signed" Edwin Price,
"
appeared in the Guardian of Aug. 27. 1890:

"Many English travellers often seem to leave all thoughts of
Church and Sunday at home and to take all the seven days of
each week for their own plans and pleasure, to the great incon-
venience of hotel-keepers and their servants, and to the pain and
distress of those who are still old-fashioned enough to believe that
"the Sabbath was made for (and most needful to) man."
Travelling in Norway this is most observable, and is a perplexity
to the simple peasants who have been taught to value their one

day of rest. Quiet hotels are disturbed by large parties either

arriving or departing at all hours. It is sad enough to count the
numbers of English among these offenders, but sadder still to

recognise our clergy among them also. One young man was heard
to remark "I am not accustomed to travel on Sunday, and
never do so at home ;

however as I see the parsons do it here I

suppose it is all right.
" A servant at one of the best hotels in

Norway, who speaks a little English, remarked to a traveller who
spoke to her about her hard work " I do not mind hard work, I

like to be busy, but not on Sunday. I do not like to work so

hard on Sunday ; no time to read, no time to think, and no time to

go to Church.
' ' We receive so much of health and happiness from

our Father's hand during these most enjoyable Continental holi-

days ; is it too much to expect that Churchmen should arrange
their plans so as not to travel, but give one day in seven to quiet

enjoyment and contemplation and to the worship of Him to

whom we owe so much ?
"

Sunday Services on the Continent are chiefly supplied by
the Colonial and Continental Church Society ( 9 Serjeants'
Inn, Fleet Street, E.G. ), and the Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (19 Delahay Street,
Westminster, S. W. ) ; and there are a few Embassy or
Consular Chaplaincies under the Foreign Office. AH
Foreign Chaplains are licensed either by the Bishop of

London, the Bishop of Gibraltar, or the Bishop who exer-

cises an informal jurisdiction over the English Chaplains
in Northern and Central Europe. The C.C.C. Chaplaincies
are about i so ia number whilst the S. P. G. is responsible
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for about 50 more. For a full list and detailed information
see the Official Tear-Book of the Church of England for the
current year.

It is the fashion with many people to decry the provision
made on the Continent for Public Worship according to the
Rites of the Church of England. Whilst it may be quite
true that in some places the Services are conducted in a
very perfunctory and slovenly manner, in buildings little

suited to the purpose for which they are used, yet it must
not be forgotten that English people themselves are often
to blame for this. They give

"
grudgingly and of necessity"

instead of "
cheerfully," and consequently the power and

the encouragement to make better provision in things
spiritual is wanting to those responsible for the Fabrics and
Services provided for English-speaking Worshippers. More-
over, many travellers who do attend the English Services,
content themselves too often with "assisting" in the French
sense of that word, instead of also assisting in the English
sense. Ladies who sing in all sorts of spheres at home,
who possess singing and performing skill, which is the
admiration of their friends and neighbours at home, are for

some inscrutable reason dumb and incapable when it be-
comes a question of leading a hymn or presiding at a
harmonium on a Sunday, in a Swiss Hotel.

These things should not be, and in the name of Christi-

anity and in the name of England, this gentle protest
against their continuance is here made.
A similar protest, though it ought not to be "

gentle," is

suggested as to English
"
gentlemen

" and "
ladies

"
visiting

the gambling saloons of Monte Carlo and taking part in the
infamies which go on there. Point is given to this remark

by the fact (too sad almost to be placed on record) of the

English Duke of having been seen there in March,
1884, joining in the play, and that, moreover, on a Sunday !

English travellers who take with them abroad Testaments
and religious books and tracts in foreign languages, will

often find many opportunities for distributing such things,
and as a rule they are very willingly received by the natives,

especially in the lower walks of life. The Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge, the Religious Tract Society
and the Druinmond Tract Depot at Stirling, have on their

Lists a number of useful tracts and leaflets in the chief

languages of Europe. Nor must the British and Foreign
Bible Society with its special work be omitted from mention.
That Society has Depositories in many of the chief

continental towns.

PRIVATELY PRINTED AT NORTHFIELD GRANGE, EAST-BOURNE.
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FOE TOUKISTS.

BY

GEORGE F. CHAMBERS, F.R.A.S.,

OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BABRISTER-AT-LAW.

This work, which was 5 years in preparation, contains a

large number of words, idioms, and colloquial phrases not usually
to be found in Dictionaries. This remark particularly applies to

words, &c., connected with Railways and Travelling generally,
rendering the book one which meets, in an especial degree, the

requirements of Tourists.

Second Series of Notices,

" This little Dictionary will be
of great service to others besides
travellers on the Continent, for

whose use it appears to be mainly

designed. Although, as with
other Hand-books of the kind,

great brevity is necessary in order
to give ii a desirable compactness,
it is little or none the worse on
this account. Within the compass
ot a small handy volume is con-
tained a surprisingly large voca-

bulary, with many idioms and
phrases of common occurrence ;

and though as a rule only one
French and German equivalent is

given tor each English word it is

evident that gre it pains have been
taken in ail cases to select the one
which most closely renders the

meaning. Another feature in this

dictionary is that the substantives
are printed in different kinds of

type according to their genders,
which therefore can be ascertain-
ed at a glance. These peculi-
arities enliince its value as a
book of reference considerably."

St. Jameg' (razette.

" A valuable little work well-
suited for travellers...a sufficient-

ly small volume (6in. by 3in., and
lin. thick) to be easily carried in
the pocket." Garden.
" The eye is very much assisted

in picking out words quickly by
the judicious and uncrowdeii
arrangement of the matter on the

page." School Board Chronicle.
"It is a valuable book for

travellers. Simple in construc-
tion and comprehensive in cha-
racter, it deserves the highest
praise.

' '

Scotsman.
"This is a very handy and

useful little volume, not profess-
ing to be an exhaustive Dictionary,
but aiming at giving a sullicieiit

stock of every-day words and
expressions, such as the ordinary
tourist most frequently needs.
As a rule, only one foreign equi-
valent of each English word is

supplied, though there are excep-
tions; and all English words
which have different senses are
entered separately." Church
Times.

LONDON : JOHN MURRAY, 50 Albemarle Street.
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CAMP KITCHEN,
FOR

Tourists, Travellers, Canoeists, and

Officers in Camps of Exercise,

DESIGNED BY

CAPTAIN G. F. CHAMBEES, F.E.A.S.

Late Quarter-Master ist Sussex Engineer Volunteers.

This " KITCHEN" is a flat japanned tin box, enveloped
in strong waterproof canvas, with stout carrying straps,
and contains the following articles ingeniously arranged
inside in a very compact manner:

Kettle and Tea-pot combined ( constructed to carry a supply
of cold water instead of having a separate vessel) Saucepan
Frying-pan Stand and Spirit Lamp Tea Infuser Cup and

Saucer Drinking Cup 2 Plates 2 Knives 2 Forks Dessert
Spoon 2 Tea Spoons Mustard Spoon Methylated Spirits-
Brandy, &c., Flask TeaCanister Sugar Canister Sandwich
Tin Biscuit Box Meat or Pastry Box Pocket Filter
Corkscrew Box for Candles Box (luminous) for Matches
Pepper, Salt and Mustard Boxes Bottle for Milk Portable
Tap Funnel Canvas Bag for the Plates, &c. 2 Dusters.

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS : Length 17 ins. ; breadth joins. ; depth 7 ins. ;

weight about i4lbs. The articles included are made of enamelled iron, tin,

electro-plate or glass, according to the uses to which they are to be applied.

***The box when packed will go under any Railway Carriage seat.

LONDON: AEMY & NAVY STOEES, 105 Victoria Street;

And Sold by All the principal STORES, and Retail Houses.
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A HANDBOOK

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRACTICAL

ASTRONOMY,
GEORGE F. CHAMBERS, F.R.A.S.

OF THE INNBB TEMPLE, BABBISTEE-AT-LAW.

THE aim of this work, which is quite popular in its style,
is general usefulness, whether in the hands of the student,
the general reader, or the professional observer. Great pains
have been taken to present in it the latest information on
all branches of the Science.

Vol. I. The Sun, Planets, and Comets.
Vol. II. Instruments and Practical Astronomy.
Vol. III. The Starry Heavens.

" A valuable mine of astrono-
mical information (as it has been
justly called). . . The information
is carefully brought up to date."
Athenaeum.

" The progress of astronomical
knowledge, which, as the author
observes, has been very great, has
been duly noticed." Spectator.
" As a treatise upon astronomical

phenomena, and as a dictionary of
astronomical events, this volume is

unsurpassed." (Science and Art.
" The book may be said to stand

midway between purely elementary
volumes and advanced and difficult

treatises
; indeed, it seems to us

perfectly to fulfil its author's aim,
lor its splendidly illustrated pages
are '

attractive to the general

reader, useful to the amateur, and
handy also as an occasional hook of
reference to the astronomer

' We
are not in the least surprised to
learn that this work has commauded
a steady sale in England and Ame-
rica for 27 years, and we hope the
author will live to witness a still

wider and yet more emphatic recog-
nition of his unwearied labour."
Publishers' Circular.
" A book which has gone through

four editions has amply justified its

existence, and needs no further
recommendation. . . . The descrip-
tions of sun, planets, and comets
make the book of great value to any
one who has not had the time or
opportunity to follow the progress
of astronomy in the current litera-
ture." Manchester Guardian-

OXFORD : AT THE CLARENDON PRESS.
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HANDBOOK
FOB

GEOEGE F. CHAMBERS, F.E.A.S.,

OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

THIS work contains Hints as to the Summoning and Manage-
ment of Meetings ; the Duties of Chairmen, Clerks, Secretaries,
and other Officials

;
Rules of Debate

; and much Information
useful to the Clergy, to Corporations, Local Boards, ail classes
of Local Authorities and Public Companies : to which is added
a series of Notes of Cases, relating to Meetings, Polls, and
Business generally.

" Mr. Chambers has proved by
his very valuable Digests of the
.Laws relating to Public- Health,
Commons and Open Spaces, Librar-
ies and Museums, and kindred
matters . . . how thoroughly he is

qualified to simplify technicalities,

explain dilficulties, and make mat-
ters comprehensible to the general
body of the non-legal public. The
present work is equally as useful as

its predecessors. During his term
of otlice as an Inspector of the Local
Government Board, and when Chair-
man of a Local Board, the author
had doubtless many opportunities
of observing how general is the lack
of knowledge and experience with

respect to the conduct and rules
which govern the business of public
meetings. . . Mr. Chambers's work,
indeed, is most complete, and should
be in the hands of every lawyer."
Birmingham Gazette.

"
Its clear printing, variety of

type, short paragraphs, and simple
language make it a peculiarly easy
book of reference. Nor is it con-
fined to mere technical rules

;
it

gives sensible advice on many
points," Guardian.

"As far as we can judge, Mr.
G. F. Chambers's little book is a
useful guide to those who have to
do with or want to promote puMic
meetings. The Digest of Cases
shows that the author is a lawyer,
as well as practically acquainted
with the best way of getting up and
conducting public meetings." Lav
Journal.
" A very complete manual for the

guidince of all who take part in

public meetings." Record.
" That the book should be in-

scribed to Mr. Raikes, M.P., the
Chairman of Committees of the
House of Commons... is a further

guarantee that it is a work which
may be thoroughly relied on."
Somerset Herald.

" In reading this book the student
soon finds that the author knows
what he is talking about."
Richmond Times.
" We confidently predict that this

Vade Mecum will soon attain the

prestige of a standard work."
Chelsea, Newi.
" There is no work in existence

covering so wide a range."
Sanitary Secord.

LONDON: STEVENS AND SONS, 119 Chancery Lane.
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